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Resumo
Neste trabalho, são propostas, implementadas e avaliadas estratégias e técnicas para o
problema de extração de dados semi-estruturados de fontes de dados da Web, dentro do
contexto de uma abordagem chamada DEByE (Data Extraction By Example). Os resultados obtidos com o trabalho foram usados na implementação de um ferramenta de
extração de dados, também chamada DEByE, e tiveram sua eficácia verificada através de
experimentação.
A abordagem DEByE é dita semi-automática, no sentido em que o papel dos usuários
(ou seja, dos desenvolvedores de extratores) é limitado ao fornecimento de exemplos dos
dados a serem extraı́dos, o que os isola de ter que conhecer as caracterı́sticas especificas de
formação das páginas alvo. Os exemplos fornecidos descrevem a estrutura dos objetos a
serem extraı́dos por meio de tabelas aninhadas, as quais são simples, intuitivas e expressivas
o suficiente para representar a estrutura dos dados normalmente presentes em páginas Web.
Para lidar com variações tı́picas de objetos complexos semi-estruturados, estendemos o
conceito original de tabelas aninhadas, relaxando a restrição original de que as tabelas
aninhadas em uma mesma coluna devem todas ter a mesma estrutura interna.
Com base nesta forma estendida de tabelas aninhadas, formalizamos o conceito de
wrapper através de gramáticas tabulares. Tais gramáticas livres de contexto são compostas
por produções que levam a árvores de parsing que podem ser diretamente mapeadas para
tabelas aninhadas. Foram desenvolvidas estratégias para gerar gramáticas tabulares a
partir de um conjunto de objetos de exemplo fornecidos por um usuário que os seleciona de
uma página de amostra. O processo de geração inclui: (1) geração de produções terminais
para extrair valores atômicos pertencentes a um domı́nio especı́fico (por exemplo, uma
descrição de um item, um preço, etc.) e (2) a geração de produções não-terminais que
representam a estrutura de objetos complexos a serem extraı́dos.
A extração dos dados das páginas alvo é feita através de um processo de parsing sobre estas páginas usando a gramática tabular. Para isso, desenvolvemos uma eficiente
estratégia bottom-up, a qual envolve duas fases distintas: uma fase de extração, na qual
os valores atômicos dos atributos são extraı́dos como base na informação de contexto local
disponı́vel nas produções de extração, e uma fase de montagem, na qual os valores atômicos
extraı́dos são montados de acordo com a estrutura alvo fornecida pelo usuário através de
exemplos e que está representada nas produções não terminais. A eficácia da estratégia
bottom-up foi comprovada experimentalmente, em especial para tratar objetos complexos
multi-nı́vel que apresentam variações estruturais.
O principio geral utilizado pela estratégia bottom-up, ou seja, primeiro extrair valores
atômicos e depois agrupar estes valores para montar objetos complexos, foi também explorado por um outro algoritmo que desenvolvemos chamado Hot Cycles. Este algoritmo tem
como objetivo descobrir estruturas tabulares plausı́veis para montar objetos complexos
com um conjunto de valores atômicos extraı́dos de uma página alvo. Ele é útil para o
emprego da abordagem DEByE em aplicações onde não se pode depender do usuário para
montar tabelas de exemplo.

Abstract
In this work we propose, implement and evaluate strategies and techniques for the problem
of extracting semistructured data from Web data sources within the context of an approach
we call DEByE (Data Extraction By Example). The results we have reached have been
used in the implementation of a data extraction tool, also called DEByE, and have their
effectiveness verified through experiments.
The DEByE approach is semi-automatic, in the sense that the role of users (i.e., wrapper
developers) is limited to providing examples of the data to be extracted, what shields them
from being aware of specific formatting features of the target pages. The examples provided
describe the structure of the objects being extracted by means of nested tables, which are
simple and intuitive, and expressive enough to represent the structure of the data normally
present in Web pages. To deal with typical variations of complex semistructured objects,
we have extended the original concept of nested tables by relaxing the original assumption
that all inner tables nested in a column should have a same internal structure.
Based on this extended form of nested tables, we formalize the concept of wrappers
by means of tabular grammars. Such context-free grammars are formed by productions
that lead to parse trees that can be directly mapped to nested tables. We have developed
strategies for generating tabular grammars from a set of example objects provided by a
user from a sample page. This includes: (1) the generation of terminal productions for
extracting single values belonging to a specific domain (e.g., an item description, a price,
etc.) and (2) the generation of non-terminal productions that represent the structure of
the complex objects to be extracted.
The extraction of data from target pages is accomplished by parsing these pages using
a tabular grammar. For this, we have developed an efficient bottom-up strategy. This
strategy includes two distinct phases: an extraction phase, in which atomic attribute values
are extracted based on local context information available in the extraction productions,
and an assembling phase, in which such values are assembled to form complex objects
according to the target structure supplied by the user through examples, which is encoded
in the non-terminal productions. We experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of the
bottom-up strategy for dealing with multi-level objects presenting structural variations.
The general principle used by the bottom-up algorithm, that is, first extracting atomic
values and then grouping these values to assemble complex objects, has been further exploited by the Hot Cycles algorithm we have developed. This algorithm aims at uncovering
a plausible tabular structure for assembling complex objects with a given set of atomic
values extracted from a target page. This algorithm is useful for deploying the DEByE
approach in applications where the user is not available for assembling example tables.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last decade, the astonishing growth of the Word-Wide Web (number of users,
pages, servers, on-line services, etc.) made it clear that it would soon become a huge
repository of data of interest for a variety of application domains. However, the same
features that have made the Web so useful and popular also impose important restrictions
on the way the data it contains can be manipulated. Particularly, in the traditional Web
scenario, there is a inherent difficulty in gaining access to data items which are implicitly
present in Web pages but are not readily available.
This inherent unstructured characteristic of the data on the Web is largely due to the
nature of its objects. Text documents, such as on-line books, newspaper articles, scientific
articles, technical brochures, etc., along with binary objects, such as images, video, and
sound streams, are inherently unstructured and their content can hardly be subject to
some form of data processing. For accessing and retrieving such unstructured objects, a
variety of information retrieval techniques [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999] has been
successfully applied.
However, a large portion of the Web is composed of pages that can be regarded as
“data containers” in the sense that they implicitly contain data that can be identified,
extracted, and manipulated independently. Examples of such pages are found in Web sites
such as bookstores, electronic catalogs, travel agencies, and classified advertisements. A
common feature of such pages is that their data usually presents an inherent structure that,
although not explicitly described, can be recognized by a user looking at them through a
browser, because of visual “clues” such as colors, fonts, bullets, and indentations provided
by the page’s author to help the user examine their contents. These pages are said to be
data-rich Web pages [Embley et al., 1999a] and Web sites and on-line services containing
them or producing them dynamically are said to be data-rich Web sources.
For such pages, besides the problems of locating and retrieving them, a new problem
arises, namely, manipulating adequately the implicit data they contain. In fact, it is an
interesting paradox, that in spite of being publicly and readily available, implicit Web
data can hardly be properly queried or manipulated as done, for instance, in traditional
databases.
To appreciate the relevance of this problem, consider the data implicitly present in the
15
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Web pages generated as a result of a query posed to the main page of the Amazon Web site.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of such a page, for the Brazilian composer Antonio Carlos
Jobim.

Figure 1.1: Example of page from the Amazon Web site.
Gaining access to the implicit data available in these pages would allow us to answer
complex queries such as “What items from the Popular Music store also appear in the
Auctions store”, monitoring the Web site during a period of time looking for a particular
item, or publishing a new Web page with the ten cheapest used items (available at the
zShops store) by a given artist.
The importance of accessing implicit data in Web pages is further stressed by the
necessity of enabling their processing by automated tools on the Web. In current days,
the Web has established itself as a platform for data-intensive applications. Indeed, major
software applications have become (or are in the process of becoming) Web-based. Further,
Web-based interfaces have been used as a viable alternative for connecting modern software
tools to legacy systems, with the purpose of complementing the functionality provided by
the latter ones. As a consequence, there is an increasing demand for Web contents amenable
to automatic processing by application programs (or automated tools), developed for the
corporate world. According to the Semantic Web Activity Statement [Miller, 2002], “The
Web can reach its full potential if it becomes a place where data can be shared and processed
by automated tools as well as by people.” The most evident symptom of this trend is the
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attention that both the industry and academia are devoting to XML technology [Bray et
al., 2002].
However, despite attempts to define standards such as XML [Bray et al., 2002] and
RDF [Miller et al., 2002] to provide some form of structure to the Web, most of the Web
is still composed of HTML pages, either static or automatically generated. It is worth
noticing that the spreading of such standards does not provide a trivial solution to the
problem of manipulating existing Web data, since the volume of HTML pages currently
available is enormous and is still increasing. Moreover, most of these standards are meant
to be deployed in business-to-business scenarios, which suggests that most of the Web will
continue to be composed of HTML pages.
A common approach to gaining access to implicit Web data is to build specialized
programs called wrappers that extract the data of interest available in data-rich Web pages
and represent this data in a suitable format such as relational tables or XML. Once available
in a such a format, application programs can adequately process the data according to their
specific needs.
The traditional approach to developing wrappers until recently was programming them
using general purpose languages such as Perl and Java. Developing wrappers manually has
many well known shortcomings, mainly due to the difficulty in writing and maintaining
them. Nowadays, many tools have been proposed to better address the issue of generating
wrappers for Web data extraction [Adelberg, 1998; Arocena and Mendelzon, 1998; Califf
and Mooney, 1999; Crescenzi and Mecca, 1998; Crescenzi et al., 2001; Embley et al., 1999a;
Freitag, 2000; Hammer et al., 1997; Hsu and Dung, 1998; Kushmerick, 2000; Liu et al., 2000;
Muslea et al., 2001; Laender et al., 2002b; Sahuguet and Azavant, 2001]. Such tools are
based on several distinct techniques [Laender et al., 2002c] such as declarative languages
[Arocena and Mendelzon, 1998; Crescenzi and Mecca, 1998; Hammer et al., 1997], HTML
structure analysis [Crescenzi et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2000; Sahuguet and Azavant, 2001],
natural language processing [Freitag, 2000; Muslea et al., 2001; Soderland, 1999], machinelearning [Califf and Mooney, 1999; Hsu and Dung, 1998; Kushmerick, 2000], data modeling
[Adelberg, 1998; Laender et al., 2002b], and ontologies [Embley et al., 1999a].
The development of wrappers for Web data sources presents a number of interesting
challenges, mainly due to the fact that data is organized to be accessed by the final user
and not interpreted by programs. In most cases, data items (or objects) of interest (e.g.,
artist names, prices, time references, etc.) appear mixed inside the text of the page along
with markup tags, hyperlinks, in-line code, and other uninteresting strings. These data
are distinguishable only by their positions or appearances on the page. Further, the structure of the data is implicit and only suggested by presentation features. This structure is
often loose, with the possibility that two similar items (e.g., data on two distinct books)
present structural variations between them. This means that structural variations on the
data can occur and should be tolerated and treated accordingly. In the recent literature, data presenting implicit and irregular structure, such as typical Web data, has been
termed semistructured [Abiteboul, 1997; Buneman, 1997].
For instance, consider the sample page of Figure 1.1. Observe that if we are only
interested in obtaining data on products available in each store, the wrapper must be able
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to recognize this data while ignoring the remaining strings on the page. Further, notice
that the information about items from each Amazon store is distinct. For instance, for the
Store Popular Music, the information consists of Item, By, and Format, whereas for the
Store Auctions, the information consists of Item, Bid, and Time. Thus, the page presented
in Figure 1.1 can be considered as a good example of a data-rich Web page containing
implicit semistructured data.
Besides the problems described above, the design and implementation of methods or
tools for wrapper generation have to take into account two additional requirements. First,
the wrappers they generate must be general enough to correctly extract data from a set
of pages considered as similar. Here, we use the term similar in a very empirical sense,
meaning pages provided by a same site or Web service, such as pages of the same Web
bookstore. For instance, a useful wrapper is expected to work not only for the page of
Figure 1.1, but also for all answer pages returned from the same query interface, as long
as the overall structure and presentation features remain the same. Second, they must
generate wrappers that are highly accurate and robust, while demanding as little effort as
possible from the wrapper developers. In practice, as discussed in [Laender et al., 2002c],
this imposes an important trade-off between the degree of automation of a tool or method
and the flexibility of the wrappers generated by it.
The problem of wrapper generation can be represented as follows. Given a Web data
source S containing a set of pages T , determine a mapping w that is capable of populating a repository R with a set O of objects (data items) extracted from the pages in T .
The mapping w is, in general, a set of rules or text patterns used to recognize (among
other uninteresting pieces of text) attribute values for objects of interest, associating an
appropriate semantics to them. Based on this definition, we can say that a wrapper is an
implementation of the mapping w.
Recent work in the literature proposes semiautomatic approaches for the generation
of wrappers that derive the mapping w from a given set of examples of the objects to
be extracted. These approaches are called example-based. According to these approaches,
given a set E ⊂ O of example objects, taken from a subset T0 ⊂ T of the pages of the source
S, a wrapper generation procedure g generates the mapping w. That is, g(E, T0 ) = w. A
desirable feature of example-based wrapper generation approaches is that useful wrappers
can be generated with as few examples as possible, i.e., |E| << |O|.
The main subject of the work presented here is the development of example-based
strategies for the generation of wrappers for extracting semistructured data from datarich Web sources. These strategies were conceived, designed and implemented having
as a framework a particular example-based approach for Web data extraction, which is
described next.

1.1. THE DEBYE APPROACH

1.1
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The DEByE Approach

The work we developed is based on an example-based approach for generating wrappers,
which we call DEByE (Data Extraction By Example)1 . Within the DEByE approach, a
user or database designer specifies examples of the objects to be extracted by identifying
pieces of useful data existing in a sample page S and structuring these pieces of data in a
suitable structure. From these example objects, a mapping can be generated for populating
a repository with objects extracted from S, or from other pages similar to S. The objects
extracted will have the same structure as the examples provided by the user.
Based on this data extraction approach, a tool, also called DEByE [Laender et al.,
2002b], was implemented. To allow a convenient specification of examples, the DEByE
tool represents the structure of the data through nested tables [Makinouchi, 1977]. Nested
tables are interesting because they are simple, intuitive, and expressive enough to represent
the semistructured data normally present in Web pages [Laender et al., 2000].
From the examples provided by the user through nested tables, a mapping, or wrapper, is generated in the form of a tabular grammar. Tabular grammars are context-free
grammars whose productions have specific formats that lead to parse trees that can be
directly mapped to nested tables. In a tabular grammar, we distinguish two sets of productions with distinct roles. The first is the set of terminal productions, that drive the
lexical analysis of the target Web pages. These productions are used to recognize atomic
values in a page (e.g., the title of a book, the name of an artist, etc.). The second is the set
of non-terminal or structural productions, that parse the result of the lexical analysis and
“assemble” complex objects from the atomic values derived by the terminal productions.
Generated tabular grammars are then used to drive data extraction strategies based on
information retrieval techniques which are very effective with various Web sources, as we
demonstrated through experimentation.
In what follows, we will further detail the DEByE tool. Figure 1.2 illustrates the operation of this tool. The two modules, called Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Extractor,
comprise the DEByE tool.
The GUI module provides the user with an interface to assemble example objects.
Figure 1.3 presents a snapshot of the GUI during the specification of examples for the
page of Figure 1.1. In this figure, the structure of the nested table in the lower half of the
screen is constructed dynamically by the user during the specification of examples. For
accomplishing this, the GUI provides built-in operations for manipulating rows, columns
and nesting levels. The values appearing inside table cells are taken from a sample page
chosen by the user, as show in the upper half of the screen. This is accomplished by using
copy and paste operations, also provided by the GUI. In the nested table built by the
user, each row is considered as a distinct example of an object to be extracted. In this
particular case, three examples are given, each one corresponding to a store in which data
about products have a distinct structure.
1

This name is an homage to Moshé Zloof, creator of QBE [Zloof, 1977], who suggested the paradigm
we use to specify the data to be extracted from Web pages.
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Figure 1.2: Modules of the DEByE tool and their role in data extraction.
Once the user has finished the specification of the examples, the wrapper generation
process begins. For this, in the DEByE tool, the user simply selects the “Build Wrapper” operation. The assembled objects are then used to generate what we call an object
extraction pattern (oe-pattern), which corresponds to a tabular grammar. The generated
oe-pattern can then be fed to the Extractor module, which applies it to extract new data
from new pages, similar to the sample page, according to examples provided. The set of
extracted objects is encoded in an XML-based format which can be easily converted to
other formats and manipulated according to specific application needs.

1.2

Main Contributions

In the present work, we have achieved a number of results concerning the problem of
generating wrappers for extracting semistructured data implicitly present in data-rich Web
pages, having the DEByE approach [Laender et al., 2002b] as a framework.
We have developed strategies for generating tabular grammars from a set of example
objects provided by a user from a sample page. This includes: (1) the generation of terminal
productions from single values identified by the user as belonging to a specific domain (e.g.,
an item description, a price, etc.) and (2) the generation of structuring productions by
capturing the structure of the objects to be extracted from the nested tables assembled by
the users. Both strategies were implemented in the GUI module of the DEByE tool and
had their effectiveness experimentally verified.
We have also developed two strategies, called top-down [Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999a] and
bottom-up [Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999b], that use the generated oe-patterns as guides to
extract data from pages given as input. Both strategies can be regarded as specialized
parsing algorithms that take advantage of the particularities of tabular grammars. Both
strategies constitute alternatives for implementing the Extractor module of the DEByE
tool. Having such specialized parsing algorithms is important because, as we shall discuss later, semistructured Web data often present an implicitly nested structure subject
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Figure 1.3: Specification of example objects with distinct structures with the DEByE tool.
to several kinds of variations. This leads to complex tabular grammars. Through experimentation over several Web sources, we show that the bottom-up strategy is very effective
in such cases, making the data extraction process feasible for practical purposes. Further,
an algorithm was developed to suggest a plausible nested tabular structure for the objects
without relying on nested tables assembled by the user. This algorithm, called Hot Cycles,
is targeted to applications where users are not available to design a data structure of their
preferences. Although not integrated into the DEByE tool, the Hot Cycles algorithm is
entirely based on the framework of the DEByE approach. Its effectiveness was also verified
through experiments.

1.3

Further Contributions

As we mentioned earlier, the ultimate motivation for the work we have carried out on
the DEByE approach was helping in important data management tasks such as storing,
querying and integrating Web data. Thus, to verify the application of our work for such
tasks, we developed a number of Web data management methods and tools based on the
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DEByE approach [Arantes et al., 2001a; 2001b; Evangelista-Filha et al., 2001; Magalhães
et al., 2001a; 2001b; da Silva et al., 2002]. An integrated perspective of these methods and
tools in the context of Web data management environment is presented in [Laender et al.,
2002a]. In what follows, we briefly summarize such a work.
In [Laender et al., 2000] and [da Silva et al., 2002], we have shown that one of the
advantages of using nested tables for representing the extracted data is that they allow us
to extend well known operations for nested tables to deal with internal variations, as defined
by the DEByE approach. In particular, we have implemented query operations over our
extended form of nested tables in a graphical query interface suitable for semistructured
Web data, which we call QSByE (Querying Semistructured data By Example) [EvangelistaFilha et al., 2001; da Silva et al., 2002]. QSByE combines features of QBE (Query By
Example) with typical features of query languages for semistructured data. In particular,
QSByE provides the structure of the data as a nested table “skeleton” so that users do not
have to uncover the structure of the data by themselves.
Similarly, the underlying tabular structure of the data we manipulate simplifies the
task of storing it into relational databases. Relational databases have been explored as an
alternative to store semistructured data because they can efficiently manage huge volumes
of data. Therefore, taking advantage of our underlying data model, we implemented a
mechanism for storing and retrieving semistructured data in relational databases, which
we call the DEByE Data Storage Manager [Magalhães et al., 2001a; 2001b].
Another interesting benefit brought by the DEByE approach is that it assigns the
semantics implicitly suggested by the user when providing examples to the data extract
from a Web source. In [Arantes et al., 2001a; 2001b], we have shown how to take advantage
of this feature for the task of integrating data from distinct Web sources. These papers
describe the WebView tool, which is used to build Web views composed of data extracted
from several related Web data sources. In the DEByE context, a Web view can be simply
regarded as a nested table that results from the integration of nested tables storing data
extracted from target data sources.
Within the DEByE approach, the usual way for providing examples is through the DEByE GUI. However, for dealing with situations in which the user is not available for using
the GUI, we have also investigated how example objects can be automatically provided.
We have developed a method for bootstrapping the example-based data extraction process [Golgher et al., 2001]. Given a sample page, this method automatically identifies in it
values that can be used as examples. For this, it needs a data repository containing objects
from the same domain of the sample Web page. This method allowed us to implement an
automatic example generator, which can be applied to make the extractor resilient (i.e., immune to changes in the formatting features of the source pages) and adaptive (i.e., capable
of working with pages from distinct sources belonging to a same application domain).
Finally, an issue not directly addressed within the DEByE approach is how to automatically obtain the Web pages from where data will be extracted. Although this may
be seen as a problem that is orthogonal to what we focus in our work, we have also designed and implemented a tool for assisting the user in the tasks of generating agents
for collecting Web pages containing data of interest, possibly produced as results of form
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submission (i.e., dynamic pages). This tool, called ASByE [Golgher et al., 2000a; 2000b;
Arantes et al., 2001a] is very useful in practical situations in which the target pages are
produced dynamically or exist in large volumes in the Web sources.

1.4

Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. The following section of this chapter discusses
work related to ours that propose alternative approaches for wrapper generation. Chapter 2 presents basic concepts and the notation used throughout the text for representing
semistructured data. Chapter 3, formalizes the concept of tabular grammar and shows how
such grammars are generated within the DEByE approach. Chapter 4 discusses strategies
for recognizing and extracting semistructured data by parsing Web pages using tabular
grammars. Chapter 5 shows the results of the experiments we have performed using this
approach. Finally, Chapter 6 contains our conclusions and discusses future work.

1.5

Related Work

In the recent literature, many approaches have been proposed for dealing with problems
related to Web data management. Most of them deploy graph-based formalisms for representing the structure and the contents of Web sites and pages. This has yielded effective
and elegant solutions to the problems of extracting, modeling, querying and integrating
Web data. A good survey on such approaches is presented in [Florescu et al., 1998]. This
section presents a brief review of Web data management work related to ours.
To represent semistructured data, several data models have been proposed [Buneman
et al., 1996; 1999; Papakonstantinou et al., 1995]. These models are, in general, based on
labelled directed graphs that capture the irregular structure inherent in such data. OEM
(Object Exchange Model) is an object-based model adopted by the TSIMMIS project [Papakonstantinou et al., 1995]. An OEM object can be either atomic or complex. The value
of a complex OEM object is a set of object references to its components; these references
can be cyclic. The data model proposed in [Buneman et al., 1996] for the UnQL query
language is quite similar to OEM. The difference is that the UnQL data model lacks the
notion of an object, describing data by a means of a set of trees whose leaf nodes have
the actual instances associated with them. The model presented in [Buneman et al., 1999]
also represents data as a directed labelled graph in which each node corresponds to an
object, but labels the edges emanating from any node (that describes data) distinctly. In
our work, we adopt a very simple data model in which complex objects can be represented as nested tables. Our model is based on ideas described in [Abiteboul et al., 1995;
Libkin, 1991] and can be seen as an extension of the relational model.
For the specific task of Web data extraction, which is the focus of our work, several
tools based on a variety of techniques have been discussed in the literature. A survey on
this subject is presented in [Laender et al., 2002c].
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One of the first initiatives for addressing the problem of wrapper generation was the
definition of languages specially designed to assist users in developing wrappers. Such
languages were proposed as alternatives to general purpose languages such as Perl and
Java, which were prevalent at that time for this task. Some of the best known tools that
adopt this approach are Minerva [Crescenzi and Mecca, 1998], TSIMMIS [Hammer et al.,
1997], Web-OQL [Arocena and Mendelzon, 1998], FLORID [Ludäscher et al., 1998], and
Jedi [Huck et al., 1998]. Although such languages provide an effective approach for wrapper
generation, their main drawback is that they require manual wrapper development. Due
to such a limitation, efforts have been made to automate the wrapper generation process.
In particular, approaches based on examples (such as DEByE) have proved to be very
effective for the task of wrapper generation. This is because they do not require any
previous knowledge of target Web pages. Additionally, any structural changes in those
pages can be easily accommodated by providing new examples.
Many recent research efforts propose the use of machine-learning techniques to semiautomatically induce wrappers [Hsu and Dung, 1998; Kushmerick, 2000; Muslea et al.,
1999]. In general, these approaches consist of using training examples to generate automata that recognize instances in contexts similar to the ones of the given examples. The
approach proposed in [Kushmerick, 2000] and adopted in the WEIN system relies, like
ours, on examples from the source to be wrapped. The main drawbacks of this pioneering
work are: (1) it does not deal with missing or out-of-order components and (2) although
it identifies the need for extraction of complex objects present in nested structures, the
solution provided is computationally intractable and has not been implemented. These two
very important features of semistructured data extraction are addressed in SoftMealy [Hsu
and Dung, 1998] and Stalker [Muslea et al., 2001]. Both systems also generate wrappers,
generalizing given examples through machine-learning techniques, and are very effective
in wrapping several types of Web pages. The main problem with SoftMealy is that every
possible absence of a component and every different ordering of the components must be
represented beforehand by an example. Stalker [Muslea et al., 1999] can deal with such
variations in a much more flexible way since each object component is extracted independently through a top-down decomposition procedure. A common feature to all the
approaches above is that the extraction process relies on knowledge of the structure of
the source document (e.g., an HTML page). In WEIN and SoftMealy, for example, pages
are assumed to have a defined structure (e.g., a head, then a body with a set of tuples,
and then a tail) that must be flat. This prevents the exclusive extraction of only the objects (or sub-objects) of interest and might generate extraction difficulties if unwanted text
portions (such as advertisements) occur between tuples or tuple components in the body.
In Stalker, the extraction of nested objects is possible but the approach also relies on a
previous description of the entire source page.
Besides wrapper induction, there are several other approaches for learning extraction
patterns that are more suitable for extracting data from semistructured text such as newspaper classified advertisements, seminar announcements, and job posting, which present
grammatical elements, commonly used in a telegraphic style. In general, these approaches
use techniques typical of Natural Language Processing (i.e., semantic class, part-of-speech
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tagging, etc.) sometimes combined with the recognition of syntactic elements (e.g., delimiters). This is the case of Rapier [Califf and Mooney, 1999] and SRV [Freitag, 2000].
WHISK [Soderland, 1999] goes beyond and addresses a large spectrum of types of documents ranging from rigidly formatted to free text. For formatted text, this system has a
behavior that is closer to wrapper induction systems like WEIN [Kushmerick, 2000].
An ontology-based approach to extracting data from Web sources is presented in [Embley et al., 1999a]. The approach uses a semantic data model to provide an ontology that
describes the data of interest, including relationships, lexical appearances, and context
keywords. By parsing this ontology, a relational database schema and a constant/keyword
recognizer are automatically generated, which are then used to extract the data that will
populate the database. Prior to the application of the ontology, the approach requires the
application of an automatic procedure to extract chunks of text containing data “items”
(or records) of interest [Embley et al., 1999b]. Then, the extraction process proceeds from
the set of records extracted. Although this approach also requires the user to provide a
conceptual description of the data to be extracted, it is radically distinct from ours with respect to the extraction strategy adopted. While we rely on the textual context surrounding
the data of interest, the ontology-based approach relies mainly on the expected contents of
the pages, according to what was anticipated by the pre-specified ontology. Further, this
approach requires a specialist to build the ontology using a notation specially designed,
whereas the DEByE approach provides a visual metaphor that helps users specify their
view of the data. On the other hand, if the ontology is representative enough, the extraction is fully automated. Furthermore, wrappers generated according to such an approach
are inherently resilient (i.e., they continue to work properly even if the formatting features
of the source pages change) and adaptable (i.e., they work for pages from many distinct
sources belonging to a same application domain). Indeed, these features are unique to this
approach.
NoDoSE [Adelberg, 1998] is a tool that, like ours, adopts an user-driven approach for
data extraction. This tool provides a graphical interface which the user uses to decompose a
given document (e.g., a Web page) into a hierarchy that describes its structure. Additional
documents of the same type are then provided to the tool and automatically parsed. If
tuning is required (which frequently is the case), the user must inspect the results (using the
interface), modify the hierarchy that describes the document, and use it to parse the pages
again. The process is complete when all of the documents have been successfully parsed.
NoDoSE requires the user to specify the structure of the whole document (i.e., the set of
pages provided as input) in a top-down fashion which, in some cases, might be hard to do.
Despite these drawbacks, the approach is effective for a large class of textual documents
once the parsing is successful. The most noticeable distinction between NoDoSE and
DEByE is the way examples are provided by the user to generate the extraction patterns.
While in NoDoSE users must decompose the whole document marking regions in the entire
document body, in DEByE users mark only atomic values and organize them according
to their perception of the implicit structure of the objects being extracted. Besides, this
assembling of objects is supported by a quite intuitive and simple metaphor, namely nested
tables. As a result, the users are completely shielded from the specific formatting features
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of the page they are dealing with.
Another interesting approach for user-driven Web data extraction is the one adopted
by XWRAP [Liu et al., 2000]. In this tool, the user is presented with a syntax tree that
describes the HTML structure of a page. The nodes of this tree correspond to HTML
tags (e.g., <TABLE>, <TR>, etc.). By browsing this tree, the user selects the portions of the
page that are of interest, and for each portion the tool applies a special set of pre-defined
extraction rules. For instance, there are rules for tables, list, etc. The extracted data is
output in XML, but the tags used in the final document are also derived from the source
page, under the assumption that the page contains text that can be used as metadata.
The major drawback we see in this tool is the explicit use of HTML syntax and structure
by the end user. This is a remarkable difference when compared with our tool in which
the page formatting features are completely transparent to the user.
A recent tool that further explores the inherent features of HTML documents to automatically generate wrappers is RoadRunner [Crescenzi et al., 2001]. It works by comparing
the HTML structure of two (or more) given sample pages belonging to a same “page class”,
generating as a result a schema for the data contained in the pages. From this schema, a
grammar is inferred which is capable of recognizing instances of the attributes identified for
this schema in the sample pages (or in pages of the same “class”). To accurately capture
all possible structural variations occurring on pages of a same page class, it is possible to
provide more than two sample pages. The extraction process is based on an algorithm
that compares the tag structure of the sample pages and generates regular expressions
that handle structural mismatches found between the two structures. In this way, the
algorithm discovers structural features such as tuples, lists, and variations. It should be
noted that the process is fully automatic and no user intervention is required, a feature that
is unique to RoadRunner. The DEByE approach certainly does not provide the same level
of automation as RoadRunner. However, our approach has a broader range of applications
since, contrary to RoadRunner, it does not rely on specific features of HTML to uncover
the structure of the objects to be extracted. Furthermore, the fact that we require the
user to select examples of the objects to be extracted makes our approach applicable to
Web pages that feature several uninteresting pieces of data, among the interesting ones.
In cases like that, fully automated tools tend to make many mistakes, in the sense that
they can extracted several unwanted data.
In fact, XWRAP and RoadRunner are examples of tools that rely on inherent structural
features of HTML documents for accomplishing data extraction. Before performing the
extraction process, these tools turn the document into a parsing tree, a representation that
reflects its HTML tag hierarchy. Afterwards, extraction rules are generated either semiautomatically or automatically and applied to the tree. Other representative tools based
on such an approach are W4F [Sahuguet and Azavant, 2001] and Lixto [Baumgartner et
al., 2001].

Chapter 2
Data Modeling Concepts for
Representing Semistructured Web
Data
In this chapter, we discuss the data modeling concepts we adopt to represent the data of
interest present in data-rich Web pages. Such concepts play an important role in the work
developed, since they drive all the techniques for Web data extraction we present latter.
These modeling concepts rely on the assumption that such pages can be seen as collections
of complex objects which have an inherent implicit structure. In many cases, these objects
are composed of sub-objects, that themselves also have an implicit structure yielding a
hierarchy of objects.
Consider, for instance, the page from the Amazon Web site shown in Figure 1.1. There
is an inherent structure to the text on this page. We are able to identify distinct portions
of data that correspond to five “stores” and their products. Each one of these portions
can be regarded as a distinct implicit object. For each of these objects, we can distinguish
the name of the store and a corresponding list of items available in it. For the items in
these lists, we can identify information on item descriptions, artists, format, prices, etc.
Thus, there is an inherent structure associated with the objects implicitly present in the
Web page of Figure 1.1. Such structure has not been declared anywhere but is clearly
identifiable.
To illustrate, Figure 2.1 presents the hierarchical structure for the objects corresponding
to two stores (Popular Music and Auctions), according to a graphical representation similar
to OEM [Papakonstantinou et al., 1995]. Observe that the way the objects are represented
in Figure 2.1 reflects a particular interpretation of the data implicitly available in the page
of Figure 1.1. In particular: (1) among all other strings in the page of Figure 1.1, only
those considered as components of Store objects are represented, and (2) these strings were
organized according to a specific structure.
From this observation, we can see that some data modeling paradigm is necessary
for representing the implicit semistructured data present in data-rich Web pages. For
this, we could have adopted a general semistructured data model such as OEM or even
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Store
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42.00
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Time
07:00:16

24.95

Figure 2.1: Hierarchical structure for two of the implicit objects in Figure 1.1.
XML, which has been largely used as a data model for representing semistructured data
in general [Abiteboul et al., 1999].
However, in the DEByE approach, we use an extension of nested tables that allow
internal structural variations for representing semistructured Web data. As we show latter
in this chapter, such tables provide a simple and intuitive representation, close to recordbased database representation, but that also naturally accommodates hierarchical objects
presenting variations and irregularities typical of semistructured data. The main distinction
between the nested tables as we use them and regular nested tables is that we allow
a column to have two or more distinct substructures. An example of this solution is
presented in the nested table in Figure 2.2. This table illustrates how the semistructured
objects implicitly present in the page of Figure 1.1 can be represented using our extended
form of nested tables. Note that the internal structures of the objects in the column
ItemList are distinct for each of the rows.
The main motivation for the use of nested tables within the DEByE approach comes
from the DEByE tool. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, the use of nested tables allowed us to
build an interface that is both simple and intuitive, while expressive enough to allow users
to provide examples of typical semistructured objects found in data-rich Web pages. In
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Figure 2.2: Example of a nested table allowing internal structural variations.

fact, even early experiments with the interface have demonstrated its effectiveness for the
process of example specification [Silva, 1999; Laender et al., 2000].
It is worth mentioning that, despite the relative simplicity in dealing with semistructured data in the form of nested tables, it is easy to see that such a representation is not as
expressive as general semistructured data models or XML. We cannot, for example, have
different structures at the top level. Thus, we sacrifice some flexibility to greatly increased
simplicity. However, in our work, we are mainly concerned with representing data from
data-rich Web pages, like the one in Figure 1.1. Examples of such pages are found in Web
sites such as bookstores, electronic catalogs, travel agencies, and classified ads and include
pages composed of data whose overall structure is naturally hierarchical, but exhibits a
modest degree of variation. In particular, we are interested in manipulating data extracted
from these kinds of Web pages by DEByE. For such a task, nested tables with structural
variations have proved to be a suitable alternative.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first formalize the extended form of nested table we use in our work. Then, we discuss the expressiveness of nested tables as a data
model for representing semistructured Web data by briefly comparing them with typical
semistructured data models. Next, we describe how a table scheme can be obtained from a
given table instance, an important issue regarding our data extraction approach. Finally,
we show how we implement our modeling paradigm by means of XML, which is important
for allowing the manipulation of the extracted data by applications in general.
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2.1

Basic Concepts and Terminology

In this section, we formalize the data modeling concepts we adopt for representing semistructured Web data. These concepts are based on the notion of nested table [Makinouchi, 1977],
augmented with the concept of variant [Libkin, 1991].
We begin by defining a table scheme.
Definition 1 A table scheme τ is defined using the notation
1
nm
])
τ = (C1 : [τ11 ; . . . ; τ1n1 ], C2 : [τ21 ; . . . ; τ2n2 ], . . . , Cm : [τm
; . . . ; τm

where, m ≥ 2, nk ≥ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Further, τji denotes exactly one of the following: (i)
an atomic value, represented by atom, (ii) a set of atomic values, represented by {atom}
or (iii) a table scheme. Each Cj is called a column, and, for the sake of simplifying the
notation, if nj = 1, we can use Cj : τj1 instead of Cj : [τjj ].
Intuitively, a table scheme describes the structure of a kind of nested table in which a
column Cj may store “values” or objects with distinct structure in distinct tuples. The
n
structures of the possible objects are given by the alternatives τj1 , . . . , τj j which can be
either atomic values, lists of atomic values, or other nested tables. Throughout the text, if
Cj :atom, Cj is called an attribute and, if Cj :{atom}, Cj is called a list.
Consider the page excerpt illustrated in Figure 1.1. The structure of the objects implicitly present can be described by the following table scheme τ :
τ = (StoreName : atom, ItemList : [τ21 ; τ22 ; τ23 ]),
where
τ21 = (Item : atom, By : atom; Format : atom; Year : atom),
τ22 = (Item : atom, Price : atom), and
τ23 = (Item : atom, Bid : atom, Time : atom).
The nested table in Figure 2.2 is an instance of the table scheme τ defined above. In
this table scheme, for the first level, two columns are defined: StoreName, which is an
attribute, and ItemList with three distinct possible structures (nested tables), each one
corresponding to a type of store in Figure 1.1. We now precisely define the notion of an
instance of a table scheme.
nm
1
]),
; . . . ; τm
Definition 2 Let τ = (C1 : [τ11 ; . . . ; τ1n1 ], C2 : [τ21 ; . . . ; τ2n2 ], . . . , Cm : [τm
with m ≥ 2, nk ≥ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, be a table scheme. An instance T of τ , denoted by T : τ ,
is a set
1
n
T = {hC1 : v11 , C2 : v21 , . . . , Cm : vm
i, . . . , hC1 : v1n , C2 : v2n , . . . , Cm : vm
i}, (n ≥ 0),

where vjk is: (i) an atomic value, if τjk = atom, (ii) a list of atomic values, if τjk = {atom},
or (iii) an instance of τjk that is a table scheme. An instance of a table scheme is referred
to as a table.
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According to the notation introduced in Definition 2, a possible instance S of our
example table scheme τ is as follows:
S = {hStore : “Popular Music”, ItemList : I1 i, . . . , hStore : “Auctions”, ItemList : I5 i}
I1 = {hItem : “Francis Albert. . . ”, By : “Frank Sinatra”, Format : “Audio CD”i, . . .}
..
.
I5 = {hItem : “ANTONIO CARLOS . . . ”, Bid : “42.00”, Time : “Ends in 6 days, 04:22:42”i, . . .}

Observe that the notation above incorporates structural information along with the
data itself; thus we have a self describing representation for semistructured data. As a
consequence, instead of using this notation, we could easily describe such data by means
of XML, as we actually do in DEByE. In Section 2.4 we describe an XML implementation
for our nested tables.

2.2

Expressiveness of Nested Tables for Representing
Semistructured Web Data

In this section, we discuss the expressiveness of nested tables as a data model for representing semistructured Web data. In particular, we make a brief comparison between our
nested tables and typical semistructured data models. For the discussion that follows, consider the Web page resulting from the query “Universal Relation Database” in the DBLP
Web site1 , which is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: A sample Web page from DBLP.
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the data extracted from this page organized into two distinct
labelled trees according to OEM. In the following discussion, we refer to these trees as M
and N , respectively.
Trees M and N can be considered as semistructured databases and, intuitively, they are
equivalent, since the relationship between atomic values is maintained. However, while in
M each Publication subtree is composed of distinct atomic components, in N we introduce
1

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/indices/t-form.html
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Figure 2.4: An OEM tree for the data in the page of Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.5: An alternative OEM tree for the data in the page of Figure 2.3.
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two additional nodes (AuthorList and PublishedIn) in Publication sub-trees with the goal
of making these sub-trees uniform in their first levels. This alternative representation
preserves the semantics of the objects, but it is less concise than the first one. On the other
hand, for our purposes, N presents an important property: it can be directly mapped into
a nested table, such as the one presented in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Data from the DBLP page of Figure 2.3 organized into a nested table.
The table in Figure 2.6 makes explicit an interesting characteristic of nested tables for
the representation of semistructured Web data. Traditionally, nestings have the role of
representing in a single column complex objects, i.e., non-atomic values. In our approach,
we “overload” this structural feature by using it to also accommodate structural variations.
This is what happens for the column PublishedIn, in which rows 1 and 5 store tables
that have a structure distinct from the structure of the tables stored in rows 2, 3 and
4. Notice that, for the case of this specific example, each row corresponds to a single
publication. Thus, this representation cannot be considered precise, since all tables stored
under PublishedIn will actually have one single tuple each. From this simple example,
we can conclude that nested tables are indeed less expressive than OEM for representing
semistructured data. However, in situations where typical Web data is to be represented,
nested tables allowing variants constitute a viable representation alternative, since the
semistructured data commonly found in data-rich Web pages are hierarchically organized
and present a modest degree of variation that can be adequately handled by such tables.
To go further in this discussion, we now present a brief comparison with XML, which
is currently the predominant formalism for representing Web data. We notice that most
of the discussion we have presented so far in this section also applies to XML, since it is,
essentially, a notation for representing labelled trees.
In Figure 2.7(a) we present a DTD that declares the structure of an XML document
corresponding to the labelled tree M of Figure 2.4. Similarly, in Figure 2.7(b) we present
a DTD that declares the structure of an XML document corresponding to the labelled tree
N of Figure 2.5. Let us refer to these DTDs as DM and DN , respectively.
Notice that DM and DN define XML documents that are equivalent in the same sense as
trees M and N are. Considering that DTDs are indeed context-free grammars [Abiteboul
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(a)

<!DOCTYPE dpub [
<!ELEMENT Publications (Publication*)>
<!ELEMENT Publication (Author*, Title,((Publisher,Year)|
(Conference,Pages)|
(Journal,Number,Pages,Year))>
<!ELEMENT Publisher
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Author
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Title
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Conference
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Journal
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Number
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Pages
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Year
(#PCDATA)>
]>

(b)

<!DOCTYPE dpub [
<!ELEMENT Publications
<!ELEMENT Publication
<!ELEMENT Authorlist
<!ELEMENT PublishedIn
<!ELEMENT PublishedIn1
<!ELEMENT PublishedIn2
<!ELEMENT PublissheIn3
<!ELEMENT Title
<!ELEMENT Author
<!ELEMENT Publisher
<!ELEMENT Year
<!ELEMENT Conference
<!ELEMENT Pages
<!ELEMENT Journal
<!ELEMENT Number
]>

(Publication*)>
(AuthorList,Title,PublishedIn)>
(Author*)>
(PublishedIn1|PublishedIn2|PublishedIn3)>
(Publisher,Year)>
(Conference,Pages)>
(Journal,Number,Pages,Year)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>

Figure 2.7: Two DTDs for XML documents storing data extracted from the DBLP page
of Figure 2.3.
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et al., 1999] and that XML documents (or OEM labelled trees) are derivations of such
grammars, we can see DN as the grammar that results from including in DM a number
of productions (or ELEMENT declarations) to ensure that the resulting documents or trees
take a form similar to N and, thus, can be mapped to nested tables. More precisely, such
trees would be considered as tables, according to Definition 2.
Indeed, nested tables are less expressive than XML for representing Web data precisely
because they can be described by a sub-class of DTDs such as DN , which we refer to as
Tabular DTDs or TDTDs. In TDTDs, ELEMENT declarations are restricted to some predefined forms that guarantee that XML documents (or labelled trees) correspond to nested
tables. In particular, non-terminal ELEMENT declarations in TDTDs are restricted to be of
one of the following forms.
• Aggregating (or tuple-generating) declarations have the form
<!ELEMENT X0 (X1 . . . Xn )>
where (n ≥ 2), and Xi 6= Xj , for every 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n except i = j. Further, each
Xk , k = 1 . . . n, must appear on the left-hand side of exactly one iterating or terminal
declaration in the TDTD.
• Iterating (or list-generating) declarations have the form
<!ELEMENT X (Y ∗)>
where X 6= Y . Further, Y must appear on the left-hand side of exactly one aggregating,
varying, or terminal declaration in the TDTD.
• Varying (or variant-generating) declarations have the form
<!ELEMENT X0 (X1 | . . . |Xn )>
where (n ≥ 2), and Xi 6= Xj , for every 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n except i = j. Further, each Xk ,
k = 1 . . . n, must appear on the left-hand side of exactly one aggregating or iterating
declaration in the TDTD.
It is easy to see that limiting the possible ELEMENT declarations as described above
considerably restricts the possible derivations (i.e., labelled trees or XML documents) that
can be generated. However, it must be observed that formats such as XML are intentionally
non-restrictive, since they do not aim at any application in particular. Indeed, XML can be
used to represent typical Web data, such as the data found in pages of Figures 1.1 and 2.3,
but it is also flexible enough to describe, for instance, DNA sequences, communication
protocols or stylesheets. In our work, we claim that, for representing data typically found
in data-rich Web pages, it is possible to use nested tables as we define them, without
compromising the accuracy of the representation. Indeed, despite their relative lack of
expressiveness, nested tables are expressive enough to represent a vast collection of different
data available in Web pages, such as those in Figures 1.1 and 2.3. As additional evidence,
recent work on data extraction [Crescenzi et al., 2001; Kushmerick, 2000; Muslea et al.,
2001] confirms that nested tables are an effective paradigm for describing Web data.
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Deriving a Table Scheme from a Table Instance

A common task in semistructured data management is obtaining a scheme that is representative of a given set of instances. In the case of our work, this task is important because
it is necessary to generalize the example table assembled by the user through the DEByE
tool GUI. In this section, we describe how this is accomplished for the case of nested tables
allowing variations.
We notice that there may be several possible table schemes that correspond to a given
table instance. Thus, as described later, our strategy for obtaining a table scheme is biased
towards the requirements of our data extraction approach.
Consider the example table assembled by the user through the DEByE tool GUI, such
as the one presented in the screen shot of Figure 1.3. For convenience, Figure 2.8 shows
the same table in detail. We may see that, in this figure, every row of the outermost table
corresponds to an instance of a type τ defined as:
τ = (StoreName : atom, ItemList : [τ1 ; τ2 ; τ3 ])
where
τ1 = (Item : atom, By : atom; Format : atom; Year : atom)
τ2 = (Item : atom, Price : atom)
τ3 = (Item : atom, Bid : atom, Time : atom)
Further, each of the rows in the internal tables correspond respectively to an instance of
τ1 ,τ2 and τ3 .

Figure 2.8: Detail of an example table assembled through the DEByE tool.
Although τ can be regarded as a correct type for this table, for the purpose of data
extraction it is too restrictive. Indeed, if we generate the structuring productions based
on this type, we would constrain, for instance, the possibility of a Format value to appear
along with a Price value. Thus, in our work, we prefer to use a less restrictive policy to
derive a scheme from an example table. In the case of the table of Figure 2.8, we might
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have derived the type τ 0 , which can also be considered as a correct type for the example
table, as
τ 0 = (StoreName : atom, ItemList : τ10 )
where
τ10 = (Item : atom, By : atom, Format : atom, Year : atom,
Price : atom, Bid : atom, Time : atom).
The alternative type τ 0 opens the possibility of the same instance to have a value for
Format and Year (as it actually occurs in some of the target pages from Amazon), even
though no instance in the example table features both attributes. Also notice that it is
now possible for an instance to have a value for both Bid and Price. However, such a
situation is unlikely to occur on the target pages. So, there is no harm in allowing it, since
it is not an obligation.
Type τ 0 illustrates one of the heuristics we use in our work for type coercion, that is,
for combining distinct object types into a single object type. Originally adopted in the
context of semistructured data management by the Lorel query language [Abiteboul et al.,
1997], type coercion is a useful mechanism to reconcile objects with a distinct structure.
In this particular case, notice that, distinct from type τ , type τ 0 does not feature
a variant. This is because, when combining two table schemes that have at least one
column in common, we create a single table scheme containing all columns from both
table schemes. Indeed, table schemes such as τ10 , generated according to our type coercion
heuristics, provide a flexible structure, suitable for driving semistructured data extraction.
This has been demonstrated by several experiments with the DEByE tool (see Chapter 5).
In the following, we present the typing function Υ, which derives a table scheme from a
given example table. This function is based on the coercion operator ⊕, which implements
our type coercion heuristics. This operator is first defined.
Definition 3 The coercion operator ⊕ over two columns is defined as follows:
• X:atom ⊕ X:atom = X:atom
• X:{atom} ⊕ X:{atom} = X:{atom}
• X:{atom} ⊕ X:atom = X:{atom}
• X:atom ⊕ X:(A1 : a1 , . . . , Am : am ) = X:[atom; (A1 : a1 , . . . , Am : am )]
• X:{atom} ⊕ X:(A1 : a1 , . . . , Am : am ) = X:[{atom}; (A1 : a1 , . . . , Am : am )]
• Let τa = (A1 : a1 , . . . , Am : am ), Ta = {A1 , . . . , Am }, τb = (B1 : b1 , . . . , Bn : bn ) and
Tb = {B1 , . . . , Bn }, then:
– If Ta ∩ Tb = ∅, X:τ1 ⊕ X:τ2 = [(A1 : a1 , . . . , Am : Am ); (B1 : b1 , . . . , Bn : bn )]
– If Ta ∩ Tb 6= ∅, X:τ1 ⊕ X:τ2 = (C1 : c1 , . . . , Cp : cp ), where
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∗ Ck : ck = Ai : ai ⊕ Bj : bj , if Ck ∈ Ta ∩ Tb and Ck = Ai = Bj , or
∗ Ck : ck = Ai : ai , if Ck ∈ Ta − Tb and Ck = Ai , or
∗ Ck : ck = Bj : bj , if Ck ∈ Tb − Ta and Ck = Bj .
Further, the following properties apply:
• X:τ1 ⊕ X:τ2 = X:τ2 ⊕ X:τ1
• (X:τ1 ⊕ X:τ2 ) ⊕ X:τ3 = X:τ1 ⊕ (X : τ2 ⊕ X : τ3 )

Informally the coercion operator works as follows. When operating over equal types,
the operator gives as a result this same type. When combining a list of atoms with an
atomic value, it gives as a result a list of atoms. If any table scheme is to be combined
with an atomic value or with a list of atoms, the result is a variant type over them. For the
combination of two or more table schemes, two results are possible. If the table schemes do
not have any column in common, the result is a variant type over them. If there exists at
least one column in common, a single table scheme is built with the union of the columns
from the schemes. Additionally, the columns in common are replaced by a single column
whose type is the result of a coercion over the types of that columns. The coercion operator
is used by the typing function Υ defined below.
Definition 4 The typing function Υ is defined as follows:
• Let a be an atomic value, then Υ(a) = atom
• Let l is a list of atomic values, then Υ(l) = {atom}
i
• Let T = {t1 , . . . , tn } be a table and ti = hC1 : v1i , C2 : v2i , . . . , Cm : vm
i then
i
– Υ(ti ) = (C1 : Υ(v1i ), C2 : Υ(v2i ), . . . , Cm : Υ(vm
))

– Υ(T ) = Υ(t1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ Υ(tn )
The typing function recursively operates through the structure of the given table. It
derives a type for each row and combines these types using the coercion operator.
We now provide an example of how the typing function and the coercion operator
work. To illustrate some cases not occurring in the example table of Figure 2.8, we use the
example table shown in Figure 2.9.
According to Definition 4, the scheme for this table is given by
Υ(T) = Υ(t1 ) ⊕ Υ(t2 ) ⊕ Υ(t3 ).
Expanding Υ(t1 ) we have:
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T
A

B

C

a1

b1

F
f1
f2

t2

a2

b21
b22

H
h1
h2

G
g3
g4

t3

a3

I
i1
i2

J
j1
j2

t1

D
d1
d2

E
e1
e2

G
g1
g2

Figure 2.9: An example table for which coercion is needed.
Υ(t1 ) = hA : a1, B : b1, C : {hF : f 1, G : g1i, hF : f 2, G : g2i}i
(A : Υ(a1), B : Υ(b1), C : Υ({hF : f 1, G : g1i, hF : f 2, G : g2i}i))
(A : atom, B : atom, C : Υ(hF : f 1, G : g1i) ⊕ Υ(hF : f 2, G : g2i))
(A : atom, B : atom, C : (F : atom, G : atom) ⊕ (F : atom, G : atom))
(A : atom, B : atom, C : (F : atom, G : atom))
Similarly, expanding Υ(t2 ) and Υ(t3 ) leads to:
Υ(t2 ) = (A : atom, B : {atom}, C : (H : atom, G : atom))
Υ(t3 ) = (A : atom, B : (D : atom, E : atom), C : (I : atom, J : atom))
Now, to obtain Υ(T) = Υ(t1 ) ⊕ Υ(t2 ) ⊕ Υ(t3 ) we do the following:

⊕

Υ(t1 )

Υ(t2 )

Υ(t3 )

A:atom
A:atom
A:atom

B:atom
B:{atom}
B:(D:atom,E:atom)

C:(F:atom,G:atom)
C:(H:atom,G:atom)
C:(I:atom,J:atom)

Υ(T) A:atom B:[{atom};(D:atom,E:atom)] C:[(F:atom,G:atom,H:atom);(I:atom,J:atom)]
Finally, the scheme obtained for table T is:
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Υ(T) = (A:atom,
B:[{atom};(D:atom,E:atom)],
C:[(F:atom,G:atom,H:atom);(I:atom,J:atom)])

2.4

DTOR – Implementing Nested Tables using XML

An important practical requirement of any data extraction tool or system is providing an
output that can be easily consumed and processed by other tools and systems. In this
section, we present DTORF (DEByE Textual Object Repository Format), an XML-based
format for encoding nested tables with structural variations. DTORF is the output format
used by the DEByE tool. In practice, DTORF plays the role of a “bridge” between DEByE
and many other tools and systems that process XML. This is important since XML is the
most important standard for data representation and exchange on the Web.
To represent complex objects using XML, the usual solution consists of creating an
XML element2 for each object to be represented. In our case, if we simply do that, we
lose the logical relationships between the objects described by the user while specifying
the examples. Thus, in DTORF, as we show below, we made such logical relationships
explicit by imposing constraints on the way of XML documents that are constructed. These
constraints follow the definition of a table scheme presented earlier. The XML documents
produced according to DTORF are called DTOR (DEByE Textual Object Repositories).
An example of a DTOR is presented in Figure 2.10.
In a DTOR, each XML element corresponds to an object, and special XML attributes
are used to indicate the logical role of the objects. The set of elements used in a DTOR
are limited to <ATOM>, <TUPLE>, <LIST>, <VALUE> and <OBJECTS>.
In any DTOR, all objects are nested in a root element <OBJECTS>. In this element, an
attribute sourcehref indicates the source page from where the objects were extracted. In
the case of the DTOR of Figure 2.10, as indicated in Line 2, the objects were extracted
from the file /home/alti/extrat/nested/jobim.html.
The elements <ATOM>, <TUPLE> and <LIST> denote the logical role of the objects whose
types are described by the value of the attribute type in each tag. This can be seen, for
instance, in Lines 3, 4 and 7. In Line 3, we have an element representing an object of
type Store, which is a tuple. In Line 4, there is an element representing an atom of type
StoreName. Line 7 begins a list of type ItemList.
The objects represented by <TUPLE> elements are tuples, i.e., aggregations of objects
of distinct types. Thus, all elements nested in <TUPLE> elements must represent objects
of distinct types, i.e., they must have distinct values for the attribute type. To enforce
the tabular structure of the objects, only <ATOM> and <LIST> elements are allowed inside
<TUPLE> elements. This is exemplified by the <TUPLE> element beginning at Line 3.
The <LIST> elements denote homogeneous sets of objects. Thus, all elements nested
2

We adopt here the DOM [Hégaret and Wood, 2002] terminology, in which pairs of matching tags of the
form <NAME> ...</NAME> are termed elements, and pairs of the form a="v" occurring inside the opening
tag of an element are called attributes.
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<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "iso-8859-1"?>
<OBJECTS sourcehref="file:/home/alti/extrat/nested/jobim.html">
<TUPLE ipos="11514" type="Store">
<ATOM ipos="11514" type="StoreName">
<VALUE fpos="11527" ipos="11514"><![CDATA[Popular Music]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
<LIST ipos="11819" type="ItemList">
<TUPLE ipos="11819" type="ItemList">
<ATOM ipos="11819" type="Item">
<VALUE fpos="11900" ipos="11819"><![CDATA[Francis Albert ...]]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
<ATOM ipos="11908" type="By">
<VALUE fpos="11921" ipos="11908"><![CDATA[Frank Sinatra]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
<ATOM ipos="11923" type="Format">
<VALUE fpos="11931" ipos="11923"><![CDATA[Audio CD]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
</TUPLE>
<TUPLE ipos="12171" type="ItemList">
...
</TUPLE>
</LIST>
</TUPLE>
...
</TUPLE>
<TUPLE ipos="21440" type="Store">
<ATOM ipos="21440" type="StoreName">
<VALUE fpos="21448" ipos="21440"><![CDATA[Auctions]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
<LIST ipos="22067" type="ItemList">
<TUPLE ipos="22067" type="ItemList">
<ATOM ipos="22067" type="Item">
<VALUE fpos="22145" ipos="22067"><![CDATA[ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM ...]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
<ATOM ipos="22167" type="Bid">
<VALUE fpos="22172" ipos="22167"><![CDATA[42.00]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
<ATOM ipos="22176" type="Time">
<VALUE fpos="22200" ipos="22176"><![CDATA[Ends in 6 days, 04:22:42]]></VALUE>
</ATOM>
</TUPLE>
...
</LIST>
</TUPLE>
</OBJECTS>

Figure 2.10: Example of a DTOR.
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in <LIST> elements must represent objects of a same type, i.e., they must have the same
value for the attribute type. To enforce the tabular structure of the objects, only <ATOM>
and <TUPLE> elements are allowed inside <LIST> elements. This is exemplified by the
<LIST> element beginning at Line 7. As a convention, we make the value of the type
attribute in a <LIST> element equal to the value of the attribute type in the elements
immediately nested in it. This is exemplified in Lines 7 and 8. Notice that, as a format
for representing semistructured data, DTORF does not impose any constraint in the way
the internal members of lists are composed.
We notice that the root element <OBJECTS> denotes a collection of homogeneous objects
in the same way as a <LIST> element. Thus, the same constraints applying to <LIST>
elements also apply to the root element <OBJECTS>.
For representing atoms, <ATOM> elements are used. All <ATOM> elements must contain
exactly one <VALUE> element, whose content is the value of the atom. This is illustrated,
for instance, in Line 5. In <VALUE> elements, two attributes ipos="i" and fpos="f"
must be included. They indicate, respectively, the initial and the final positions of the
extracted string. Notice that this positional information is redundant with the content
of the <VALUE> elements. This redundancy is tolerated, simply because it facilitates the
automatic verification of extraction results in large scale experiments.
The attribute ipos is also used in elements <ATOM>, <TUPLE> and <LIST> with a specific role. For any of these elements, the value of ipos is equal to smallest value of ipos in
any element nested in it. This allows the unique identification of each object represented
in a DTOR, which is done using the values of ipos, type and the tag of the element itself.
For instance, in Line 26 we have a tuple of type Store that can be identified by the triple
h<TUPLE>,Store,21440i.

Chapter 3
Wrapper Generation
We present in this chapter the techniques we have developed for generating wrappers based
on examples of the data to be extracted. In all of these techniques, examples are taken
from a sample page of a target Web source. Once generated, a wrapper is expected to work
properly for all other pages from that target Web source, as long as the overall structure
and presentation features remain the same. For instance, if we generate a wrapper based
on examples taken from the Web page of Figure 1.1, this wrapper will also work for all
answer pages returned from the same query interface from the Amazon Web site.
Generally, in practice, few examples are required for obtaining a good wrapper. Indeed, the effectiveness of the techniques presented here was demonstrated by experimental
results presented in Chapter 5. Some of these results have also appeared in recent publications [Laender et al., 2002b; 2000; Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999b; 1999a].
As discussed in Chapter 1, a wrapper is an implementation of a mapping that recognizes
(among other uninteresting pieces of text) attribute values for objects of interest in a target
page, associating an appropriate semantics to them. In our approach, such a mapping
corresponds to a special type of grammar called a tabular grammar. Tabular grammars
are context-free grammars that describe how to extract atomic values and how to assemble
complex objects using these values. As we shall see, the parsing of a data-rich Web page
containing semistructured complex objects using tabular grammars produces derivations
that are, in fact, table instances. This means that tabular grammars are used to interpret
implicit complex objects in data-rich Web pages as rows of a nested table with internal
variations.
The productions of a tabular grammar can be divided into two distinct sets: a set of
extracting productions, which are used to identify and extract atomic attribute values in
a target page, and a set of structuring productions, which describe how these attribute
values must be combined to form complex objects. Our approach for wrapper generation
consists, in fact, in generating the extraction and the structuring productions that compose
a tabular grammar. In Section 3.1 we present and formalize the concept of a tabular
grammar, defining the types of production that comprise it.
The generation of tabular grammars has two distinct steps: (1) the generation of the
extracting productions and (2) the generation of the structuring productions. The first
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step requires the strings from the sample page to be identified as examples of values of
attributes of interest (e.g., book titles). The second step requires the definition of a target
structure from the complex objects to be built. The DEByE tool allows a user to provide
all information required by both steps in a uniform manner. Through the DEByE tool
GUI, the user assembles a nested table in which rows correspond to complex objects and
whose columns contain strings taken from a sample page. The structure of the nested
table assembled suggests the target structure for building new complex objects. Similarly,
strings taken from the sample page serve as examples of values of attributes.
Our technique for generating extracting productions is presented in Section 3.2, while
in Section 3.3 we present our technique for obtaining a tabular grammar from an example nested table. The process consists of first generating a table scheme that represents
the example nested table and then mapping this table scheme into a set of structuring
productions.
Finally, in Section 3.4, we discuss oe-patterns, a concise representation for tabular
grammars. In practice, in the context of the DEByE tool, an oe-pattern corresponds to a
wrapper.

3.1

Tabular Grammars

Consider a Web page containing implicit complex objects of interest. In many cases, it
is possible to write a context-free grammar to extract complex objects from such pages.
Using this grammar, a Web data extraction algorithm generates a parse tree that is used
to recognize complex objects and store them using a suitable format (e.g., XML). This
strategy for Web data extraction is adopted explicitly by tools such as ARANEUS [Mecca
et al., 1998] and W4F [Sahuguet and Azavant, 2001], but it is also implicitly adopted
by several other tools described in the literature (e.g., Lixto [Baumgartner et al., 2001],
RoadRunner [Crescenzi et al., 2001], XWRAP [Liu et al., 2000], STALKER [Muslea et al.,
2001], etc.).
The derivation of grammars for Web data extraction may follow a two-step strategy.
First, one writes terminal productions that drive the lexical analysis of the Web page.
These productions are used to recognize the atomic values in the page (e.g., the title of a
book, the name of an artist, etc.). Then, one writes non-terminal productions that parse
the result of the lexical analysis and “assemble” complex objects from the atomic values
derived by the terminal productions.
As an example, consider the Web page shown in Figure 3.1. We present in Figure 3.2 a
simple grammar for extracting data from this page. In this grammar, Productions 10 to 20
drive the lexical analysis of the Web page, whereas Productions 1 to 9 parse the result of
the lexical analysis and recognize the structure of the complex objects. For instance, Production 9 describes a tuple of attributes “Item”, “Bid” and “Time”, Production 8 describes
a list of such tuples, and Production 4 describes two possible structural compositions for
tuples that represent stores. By parsing the Web page in Figure 1.1, according to the
grammar in Figure 3.2, we can, for instance, create an XML file that encodes the extracted
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Figure 3.1: An excerpt of a Web page from Amazon.
data.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

hDoci
hStoreListi
hStoreTuplei
hProductVari
hProductList1i
hProductTuple1i
hAuthorListi
hProductList2i
hProductTuple2i
hStoreNamei
hItemi
hAuthori
hBookTypei
hBidi
hTimei
hStringi
hString1i
hChi
hCh1i
hSyi

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

hStoreListi
hStoreTupleihStoreListi|hStoreTuplei
hStoreNameihProductVari
hProductList1i|hProductList2i
hProductTuple1ihProductList1i|hProductTuple1i
hItemihAuthorListihBookTypei
hAuthorihAuthorListi|hAuthori
hProductTuple2ihProductList2i|hProductTuple2i
hItemihBidihTimei
"<b class=sans>"hStringi":</b>"
"<a href="hString1i"> --"hStringi"</a>"
"--"hString1i","hStringi";"
";"hStringi"<li>"
"Bid:$"hStringi"--"
"Ends in"hStringi"<li>"
hChi|hChihStringi
hCh1i|hCh1ihString1i
hCh1i|hSyi
"A" | . . . | "Z" | "a" | ... | "z" | "1" | . . . | "9"
"!" | . . . | "?"

Figure 3.2: A simple grammar for extracting data from excerpt the Web page in Figure 3.1.
The grammar in Figure 3.2 is by no means the only one that can be constructed for
extracting data from our example page. Indeed, it was designed to extract a particular
subset of the data present in our example page and to organize such data according to a
certain structure. The resulting parse tree bares a structural resemblance to the data in
the source Web page itself. In particular, the productions of the grammar were crafted
so that the parse tree can be mapped into a nested table with internal variations such as
the one in Figure 2.2. The grammar in Figure 3.2 is an example of what we call a tabular
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grammar.
Tabular grammars are context-free grammars whose productions have specific formats
that lead to parse trees that correspond to nested tables with variants. Our approach,
detailed later, aims at generating tabular grammars for Web data extraction.
Let G = hN, T, R, Di be a grammar, where N is the set of non-terminals, T is the set
of terminals, R is the set of productions, and D is the start symbol. Recall that G is a
context-free grammar iff every production α → β is such that α is a single non-terminal
and β is non-empty [Hopcroft et al., 2001]. We assume, without loss of generality, that D
does not appear on the right-hand side of any production.
We are now ready to define tabular grammars.
Definition 5 A context free grammar G = hN, T, R, Di is a tabular grammar iff R
can be partitioned into two sets R1 and R2 such that R1 defines a regular language and R2
contains only productions of the following classes:
• aggregating (or tuple-generating) productions of the form
X0 → X 1 X2 . . . X n
where n ≥ 1, and Xi 6= Xj , for every 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Further, each Xk , k = 1 . . . n,
must appear on the left-hand side of either (a) exactly one iterating production in R 2
or (b) at least one extracting production in R2 ;
• iterating (or list-generating) productions of the form
X → Y X|Y
where X 6= Y and Y must appear on the left-hand side of either (a) exactly one
aggregating production in R2 , or (b) exactly one varying production in R2 , or (c) at
least one extracting production in R2 ;
• varying (or variant-generating) productions of the form
X0 → X1 |X2 | . . . |Xn
where (n ≥ 2), and Xi 6= Xj , for every 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Further, each Xk , k = 1 . . . n,
must appear on the left-hand side of exactly one iterating production in R 2 ;
• extracting (or atom-generating) productions of the form X → ρ, where ρ is a
string of terminal and non-terminal symbols. Further, if there is some non-terminal
symbol A in ρ, it must appear on the left-hand side of a production in R 1 .
In addition, the aggregating, iterating, and varying productions are called structuring
productions and those in R1 are called lexical productions.
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Consider the grammar in Figure 3.2. Productions 1, 3, 6 and 9 are aggregating productions; 2, 5, 7 and 8 are iterating productions; 4 is a varying production; and 10 to 15
are extracting productions. Further, Productions 16 to 20 define a regular language since
they can be transformed into an equivalent set of right-linear productions.
The aggregating productions are invoked only if all symbols on their right-hand side
derive some substring of the input Web page. This induces a very strict data extraction
process in which all components of a given tuple must be present and must occur in a
fixed order, which is not likely to occur in typical Web data. To circumvent this problem,
we generalize single tuple-generating productions, by replacing them by a set of tuplegenerating productions that capture all possible combinations of the attributes expected.
For the sake of simplicity, instead of writing all these productions, we use the notation
introduced by Definition 6.
Definition 6 For tabular grammars, the expression X0 → (X1 . . . Xn )∆ (n ≥ 2) denotes
the set of productions:
{X0 → X1 |X1 X2 |X1 X2 . . . Xn |, . . . , X0 → Xn |Xn X1 |Xn X1 . . . Xn−1 }
In Figure 3.3, we present the expressions that replace the aggregating productions of
the grammar of Figure 3.2, using the notation of Definition 6. Notice that using such sets
of aggregating productions adds great flexibility to the extraction process, but complicates
the parsing of the target Web pages. In fact, depending on the table scheme, a tabular
grammar can lead to a complex parsing process. However, by imposing the constraints
described by Definition 5 on the grammar structure, it is possible to use a specific parsing
algorithm for tabular grammars that makes the Web data extraction process feasible for
practical purposes. This algorithm, called the bottom-up algorithm, was first presented
in [Laender et al., 2002b; Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999b] and is discussed in Chapter 4 as one
of the contributions of the work developed.
3.
6.
9.

hStoreTuplei →
hProductTuple1i →
hProductTuple2i →

(hStoreNameihProductVari)∆
(hItemihAuthorListihBookTypei) ∆
(hItemihBidihTimei)∆

Figure 3.3: Expanded versions of the aggregating productions of the grammar of Figure 3.2.

3.2

Generating Extracting Productions

The first step in the derivation of a tabular grammar is the generation of extracting and
lexical productions. In our approach, this is accomplished through the generation of avppatterns.
Definition 7 Let g be a Web page and let s be a string in g. Let A be an attribute. We
define an attribute-value pair (avp) as a pair A : s that assigns s as a value of A.
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Given a set of example avps {A : s1 , . . . , A : sn }, our goal is to find contextual information (i.e., markups, symbols, keywords, etc.) common to the values of A that occur
in g. This information is represented by regular expressions, that we call attribute-value
pair patterns or avp-patterns. Each avp-pattern found will be used to create an extracting
production of the tabular grammar.
Definition 8 An attribute-value pair pattern (avp-pattern) is a pair A : ρ, where
A is an attribute and ρ is a text pattern. The text pattern ρ is used to match string values,
in the domain of A, as they occur in a given text (i.e., a Web page).
For generating an avp-pattern, with each given example avp, A : si , we associate a
local syntactic context that can be derived from the strings surrounding the avp value s i
in the text. We use the concept of a passage (or window) and techniques from information
retrieval [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Callan, 1994; Kaszkiel and Zobel, 1997], as
follows. The tokens surrounding the avp value constitute a passage that can be used as
its local context. For instance, Figure 3.4(a) illustrates the value 6.99 of the attribute Bid
(which occurs in Figure 1.1) and passages that can be used as its local context. Using this
context information, we build an avp-pattern that can be later used to identify other values
for the attribute Bid. Figure 3.4(b) illustrates a possible representation of this avp-pattern.
We refer to this avp-pattern as A : spre ∗ssuf , where the symbol * is used to match any
sequence of characters (representing a value selected by the user to assemble an example),
spre refers to a string that is a prefix for * and ssuf refers to a string that is a suffix for *.
spre
... OZ </a> -- Current Bid:$

6.99

ssuf
-- Ends in 06:42:52 ...

(a)

OZ </a> -- Current Bid:$

*

-- Ends in 06:42:52

(b)

Bid:$

*

--

(c)

Figure 3.4: Examples of avp-patterns.
The avp-pattern in Figure 3.4(b) is too specific and will most likely not to match other
values expected for the attribute Bid. The key problem is that this pattern includes too
much information about the local context in which the value 6.99 appeared. Thus, to be
able to effectively use this avp-pattern for recognizing and extracting new values for the
attribute Bid in other Web pages, it must be transformed into a new pattern that is more
general, in the sense that it contains less contextual information. Figure 3.4(c) shows a
variation of the avp-pattern for the value 6.99, generated by reducing the length of the
prefix spre and of suffix ssuf . This new avp-pattern can now be used to effectively match
other values for Bid in this page, i.e., it works as an extracting production.
In general, the generation of avp-patterns can be accomplished as follows. Given a
string selected by the user, we determine a passage surrounding this the text. Initially, we
adopt symmetric passages composed of W text tokens to the right and W text tokens to
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the left of the string. Afterwards, due to simple heuristics applied to token identification
(for instance, a run of spaces is considered a single token), an avp-pattern might become
asymmetric as illustrated in Figure 3.4(c).
An avp-pattern is determined empirically as follows. We start with a small pattern
composed solely of the symbol *, of a token to its right and of a token to its left. These
tokens can be character strings or special symbols. For instance, in Figure 3.4(c) the initial
avp-pattern would be composed of the symbol * surrounded by the prefix “Bid:$” and the
suffix “– –”. Notice that the prefix and the suffix are very useful, are present in the page,
and can be recognized automatically once the user marks 6.99 as a value of interest. We
then parse the sample page (which is displayed on the user’s screen) looking for matches
to the avp-pattern just defined, and count the number of matches. This count is compared
with an estimate, provided by the user, for the number of Bid values in the sample page. If
the number of matches counted exceeds the number of Bid values estimated by the user, we
add additional terms to the pattern, increasing its width W and the amount of contextual
information attached to it. This process is repeated automatically until we have a good
definition for the local context of the avp in consideration (we stop when the number of
matches is smaller than the number of Bid values identified by the user).
Notice that, in the case of the DEByE tool, all users have to provide is a single number
that indicates the number of occurrences (values) of Bid in the sample page they sees in
front of them. In fact, the number provided by the user does not need to be the exact
number of occurrences of values of a given attribute in the page. A rough approximation
of this number is in most cases sufficient to adjust the width W of the avp-pattern. Such
information is quite simple to provide and presents little inconvenience to the user.
In practice, there are cases in which not all values of a given attribute present a same
single common context in the target page. In cases like these, it is necessary to provide
more than one example value, which results in more than one alternative avp-pattern.
It is important to notice that, so far in this section, we have discussed only avp-patterns
generated for attributes. However, the same discussion remains valid for the case of lists of
the form L:{atom}. In this case, the example strings provided are considered as examples
of members of the list. As a consequence, avp-patterns will match atomic values that will
later compose lists.
As avp-patterns are nothing more than regular expressions, the avp-patterns generated
as described in this section can be converted into equivalent regular grammars. This is
important since these regular grammars can be combined with structuring productions to
compose a tabular grammar [Sudkamp, 1997].

3.3

Mapping Table Schemes into Tabular Grammars

In this section we describe how the structuring productions of a tabular grammar can be
obtained from an example table. This process consists in first deriving a plausible scheme
for this table and then mapping this scheme into the set of structuring productions.
In Section 2.3, we have described the typing function Υ that, when given a table
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instance, obtains a plausible table scheme for this instance using a particular type of
coercion policy. As the DEByE tool was built for guaranteeing that any example table
assembled corresponds to a table instance according to Definition 2, we use the typing
function for generating the table scheme.
For the generation of structuring productions, in the following we present a recursive
procedure, TabGram, that maps this table scheme into a set of aggregating, iterating and
varying productions of a tabular grammar. This procedure also includes the conversion of
avp-patterns into equivalent extracting and lexical productions. The TabGram procedure
is described in Figure 3.5.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

TabGram(τ :type;<S>:symbol; R:set of productions)
begin
1
nm
; . . . ; τm
])
Let τ = (C1 : [τ11 ; . . . ; τ1n1 ], C2 : [τ21 ; . . . ; τ2n2 ], . . . , Cm : [τm
for i = 1 to m do
Create a new symbol <Ci >
for j = 1 to ni do
Create a new symbol <Ci .j>
if τij = atom ∨ τij = {atom}
then RegGram(Ci ,τij ,<Ci .j>,Rij )
else TabGram(τij ,<Ci .j>,Rij )
fi
end
if ni = 1
then R ← R ∪ Ri1 ∪ {<Ci > −→ <Ci .1>}
else R ← R ∪ Ri1 ∪ . . . ∪ Rini ∪ {<Ci > −→ <Ci .1>| . . . |<Ci .ni >}
fi
end
R ← R ∪ {<S.tuple> −→ (<C1 ><C2 >. . .<Cm >)∆ }
R ← R ∪ {<S> −→ <S.tuple><S>|<S.tuple>}
end

Figure 3.5: A Procedure for mapping a table scheme into a tabular grammar.
This procedure is invoked over a type τ that is in fact a table scheme, and generates a
tabular grammar whose productions are added to the set R. A parameter <S> indicates the
start symbol of the generated grammar. We assume that the alphabet and the remaining
symbols of the grammar are implicitly defined.
The procedure first iterates over each column Ci of τ (Loop 5–18) and over each alternative type τij within these columns (Loop 7–13). For each τij , two cases are possible:
1. if τij is an atomic type or an atomic list type, a procedure RegGram is invoked that
generates a regular grammar corresponding to the set of avp-patterns generated for
Ci , according to the description in Section 3.2. This grammar contains the extraction
production and the corresponding lexical productions for extracting atomic values of
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Ci . It has <Ci .j> as its start symbol and Rij as the set of its productions. The exact
description of RegGram is omitted here.
2. if τij is a table scheme, the procedure TabGram is recursively invoked to generate a
tabular grammar for τij . This grammar has <Ci .j> as its start symbol and Rij as the
set of its productions.
In Lines 14–17, the tabular and regular grammars previously generated are integrated
into the tabular grammar being currently generated by adding their productions to R and
by “connecting” these productions by means of a varying production (Line–16) or by means
of a simple auxiliary production (Line–15), if there is no more than one alternative type.
Finally, after the iteration over all columns Cij , an aggregating production is generated
in Line 19, along with an iterating production in Line 20.

3.4

Object Extraction Patterns

Within the context of the DEByE approach, tabular grammars are represented by means of
what we call Object Extraction Patterns (oe-patterns). Essentially, an oe-pattern encodes
two kinds of information necessary for guiding the process of data extraction: the structure
of the objects of interest, in the form of a table scheme, and the textual surroundings (i.e.,
markups, symbols, keywords, etc.) by means of avp-patterns. A more precise definition of
an oe-pattern follows.
Definition 9 An oe-pattern is a pair hτ, Pi where τ is a table scheme and P = A 1 :
ρ1 . . . , An : ρn (n ≥ 1) is a list where each Ai : ρi is an avp-pattern such that Ai is an
attribute contained in τ .
In the DEByE tool, oe-patterns are encoded using XML, in a way very similar to what
is done in a DTOR (see Section 2.4). Figure 3.6 shows an XML document encoding an
oe-pattern for extracting data from the Web page of Figure 1.1. In this XML document,
<ATOM>, <TUPLE> and <LIST> elements are used to describe the structure of the objects to
be assembled. Nested inside <ATOM> elements, we place <PATTERN> elements that enclose
regular expressions that encode extraction productions. As there can be more than one
extraction production for a given attribute, an <ATOM> element can nest more than one
<PATTERN> element. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6. In this figure, most of the regular
expressions were truncated to fit the page.
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<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "iso-8859-1"?>
<OBJECTS mandatory="false">
<TUPLE type="Store">
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="StoreName">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[<b class\="[^"]*?">...(?=[\s]*?: )]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
<LIST type="ItemList">
<TUPLE type="ItemList">
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="Item">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[<li>[\s]*?<[aA]...</a>[\s]*?-- )]]></PATTERN>
<PATTERN><![CDATA[<li>[\s]*?<[aA]...</a>[\s]*?\()]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="By">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[</a>[\s]*?...)(?=[\s]*?; [\s]*?Audio)]]></PATTERN>
<PATTERN><![CDATA[\)\n-- [\s]*?...(?=[\s]*?; )]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="Format">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[; [\s]*?([...)]]></PATTERN>
<PATTERN><![CDATA[\)\n-- [\s]*?([\x2...)]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="Year">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[\([\s]*?([0-9]+)(?=[\s]*?\)\n-- )]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="Bid">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[: \$[\s]*?([0-9]+\.[0-9]+)(?=[\s]*? -- )]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="Time">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[ -- [\s]*?(...?<li>)]]></PATTERN>
<PATTERN><![CDATA[ -- [\s]*?(...<br clear=left>)]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
<ATOM mandatory="false" type="Price">
<PATTERN><![CDATA[: \$[\s]*?(...?<li>)]]></PATTERN>
<PATTERN><![CDATA[: \$[\s]*?(...)]]></PATTERN>
</ATOM>
</TUPLE>
</LIST>
</TUPLE>
</OBJECTS>

Figure 3.6: Example of an oe-pattern.

Chapter 4
Data Extraction Strategies
Once a tabular grammar has been generated for pages of a given Web source, the process of
extracting objects of interest from a target page consists of parsing this page and converting
the parse tree obtained into a convenient format. Although any standard parsing procedure
could be used for this task [Sudkamp, 1997], tabular grammars have, as seen in Section 3.1,
very specific features that can be exploited to make the extraction process more efficient.
In this chapter we present two strategies we have developed for extracting complex objects of interest from Web pages given as input. Basically, these extraction strategies can
be seen as specialized parsing procedures that parse the target Web page according to a
tabular grammar previously generated. These procedures take advantage of the constraints
imposed over the productions of the tabular grammar to make the Web data extraction
process feasible for practical purposes. Thus, they offer suitable alternatives for implementing the Extraction module of the DEByE tool. The strategies presented here are called
top-down and bottom-up. The top-down strategy was first presented in [Ribeiro-Neto et
al., 1999a], while the bottom-up strategy was introduced in [Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999b].
Both of these data extraction strategies rely on a user provided structural description for
the objects to be assembled, which is implicitly described by the structuring productions
of the tabular grammar. Also in this chapter, in Section 4.4, we present an algorithm
that does not rely on such a structural description. Instead, this algorithm uses only the
extracting productions for obtaining atomic attribute values and, analyzing the relative
positions of these values in the target page, tries to uncover a plausible structure for
assembling complex objects.

4.1

Top-down Extraction Strategy

The top-down extraction strategy consists of first locating text regions containing the
objects of interest and successively decomposing the located text regions to extract these
objects. The general functioning of this strategy is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In this figure,
data on authors and their books occurring in a Web page must be extracted. According
to the top-down extraction strategy, first, the text region that contains data on all authors
53
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is located. Next, each region containing data on a single author is extracted, and so on,
until each author name, book title and price has been extracted.

Figure 4.1: The top-down extraction strategy.
The recursive algorithm Top-Down in Figure 4.2 describes the top-down strategy.
Given a column definition C : τ and a text region g, in each invocation, the algorithm
extracts objects from it and returns them as an instance T . The algorithm distinguishes
two cases: (1) the extraction of atoms and lists of atoms (Lines 4–10) and (2) the building of tables (Lines 11–23). For the first case, avp-patterns are simply used to extract
atoms within the text portion g. For the second case, the algorithm generates an expression ρ that extracts a whole text region that contains objects of interest (Line 12).
This expression is derived from the tabular grammar using an aggregating production
< C > → (< C1 >< C2 > . . . < Cm >)4 . For instance, in Figure 4.1, expressions are generated for extracting the text region containing data on all authors and their books, each
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text region containing data on a single author, each text region containing lists of book,
etc. Once text regions have been identified, the algorithm is recursively invoked to extract
objects they contain. This is performed by the loop in Lines 13–20. Finally, the results of
the recursive executions are aggregated in a tuple (Line 20), and these tuples are added to
a table (Line 21). We say that the algorithm is top-down because it recognizes complete
objects which are then broken down into their components.

1

Top-Down(hC : τ i:column;g:text portion;T :instance)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

begin
if τ = atom ∨ τ = {atom}
then foreach avp-pattern C : ρ do
foreach s that match ρ in g do
T ← T ∪ {s};
end
end
fi
1
nm
if τ = (C1 : [τ11 ; . . . ; τ1n1 ], C2 : [τ21 ; . . . ; τ2n2 ], . . . , Cm : [τm
; . . . ; τm
])
Generate an expression ρ for matching C;
foreach s that match ρ in g do
for i = 1 to m do
for j = 1 to ni do
Top-Down(hCi : τij i,s,vij )
end
vi ← {vij | vij 6= ∅, j = 1, . . . , ni };
end
t ← hC1 : v1 , C2 : v2 , . . . , Cm : vm i;
T ← T ∪ {t};
end
fi
end

Figure 4.2: The top-down algorithm.

Despite its simplicity, this top-down extraction strategy works well with pages that are
well structured (i.e., that are data-rich and present none or little variation in their structure). Indeed, several works in the literature [Adelberg, 1998; Baumgartner et al., 2001;
Muslea et al., 2001] deal with the extraction of complex objects presenting a hierarchical
structure by using a top-down decomposition procedure similar to the algorithm of Figure 4.2. For pages with variable structure (which are quite common in the Web), a distinct
bottom-up extraction strategy is more appropriate.
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Bottom-up Extraction Strategy

This section presents the bottom-up extraction strategy. This extraction strategy recognizes and extracts atomic attribute values (i.e, avps that lie at the bottom of the hierarchical
structure of a complex object), prior to the recognition of the object itself. The extracted
avps are then used to assemble the object through a bottom-up composition operation.
Before discussing the bottom-up algorithm, we introduce some necessary notation.
Definition 10 Let τ be a table scheme. We define an occurrence list a list o1 , o2 , . . . , on ,
where each oi = C : v is an instance of a component C : τc of τ . To any given oi = C : v
we associate a value `(oi ), which is called the index of the occurrence. Also, for any given
oi = C : v we define the function C(oi ) = C.
Informally, the occurrence list stores values extracted from source Web pages and objects being assembled. The index provides the relative location of each object within the
source page from where it originates.
Another important notion for our purpose is the sequencing of objects in the source
page. This leads to the definition of a sequence, as follows.
Definition 11 Let O be an occurrence list. We define a sequence in O as any ordered
subset S = ho1 , o2 , . . . , on i (n > 1) of O such that: (1) i < j iff `(oi ) < `(oj ) and (2) there
is no o ∈ O such that `(oi ) < `(o) < `(oi+1 ) (i < n).
In other words, sequences are simple occurrences of consecutive instances in O.
The description of the bottom-up algorithm is presented in Figure 4.3, while Figure 4.4
presents an example of the execution of this algorithm. Notice that, for this description,
instead of following the productions of a tabular grammar, we consider the structure of a
table scheme as a guide. This is only for the sake of convenience, since both representations
are equivalent, as shown in Chapter 3.
The algorithm takes as input an oe-pattern hτ, Pi and a Web page g. Initially, for each
attribute or attribute list A defined as a component of τ , all avp-patterns A : ρ are used
to obtain all strings within the current page g that match ρ. Each matching string s is
used to compose an atomic object A : s, for which the index value takes the position of
the string s in the page g. We call this step the Extraction Phase of the algorithm. At the
end of the extraction phase, a list of occurrences O corresponding to the extracted avps
is obtained. These occurrences are then used to compose new objects in the Assembling
Phase of the algorithm.
The first step in the assembling phase builds a list of atomic values using the avps
generated in the extraction phase. This corresponds to the loop in Lines 16–24. Notice
that such lists are identified as sequences of avps of list defined for the same attribute
in the table scheme τ (Line 16). The avps that compose each list are removed from the
occurrence list (Line 20) and replaced by a single occurrence representing the list as whole
(Line 22). The index value for this occurrence is set to the smallest index value of its
components (Line 23).
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Bottom-Up-Extraction(hτ, Pi:oe-pattern;g:web page)
begin
Extraction Phase:
foreach A such that A : [. . . ; {atom}; . . .] or A : [. . . ; atom; . . .] is component of τ do
foreach avp-pattern A : ρ do
foreach string s in page g that matches ρ do
Let l be the location of the string s in page g;
O ← O ∪ {A : s};
`(A : s) ← `;
end
end
end
Assembling Phase:
foreach sequence ha1 , a2 , . . . , ak i (k ≥ 1) in O such that C(ai ) = C
where C : [. . . ; {atom}; . . .] is a component of τ
do
O ← O − ha1 , a2 , . . . , ak i;
L ← {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak };
O ← O ∪ {hC : Li};
`(C : L) ← `(a1 );
end
while kOk > 1
foreach sequence ho1 , o2 , . . . , ok i (k ≥ 1) in O such that
a) C(oi ) 6= C(oj ) for every oi , oj and
b) C(oi ) ∈ {C1 , . . . Cm } for every oi ,
where C : [. . . ; (C1 : τ1 , . . . , Cm : τm ); . . .] is a component of τ
do
O ← O − ho1 , o2 , . . . , ok i;
T ← {o1 , o2 , . . . , ok };
O ← O ∪ {hC : T i};
`(C : T ) ← `(o1 );
end
foreach sequence ht1 , t2 , . . . , tk i (k ≥ 1) in O such that C(t1 ) = . . . = C(tk ) do
O ← O − ht1 , t2 , . . . , tk i;
S ← {t1 , t2 , . . . , tp };
O ← O ∪ {hC : Si};
`(C : S) ← `(t1 );
end
end
end

Figure 4.3: The bottom-up algorithm.
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Next, the while loop of Lines 26–45 is responsible for iteratively assembling (nested)
tables of increasing complexity. This assembling process requires two steps. The first,
carried out by the loop of Lines 27–37, assembles tuples; and the second, carried out by
the loop of Lines 39–44, groups tuples into tables. Tuples are identified as being sequences
of occurrences that correspond to distinct columns of some table scheme that comprises
the table scheme τ . When a tuple is identified, it replaces all occurrences that comprise
it, in a way similar to what was described above for atomic lists. Then, sequences of such
tuples are replaced by sets of tuples, to form tables in the usual way. The assembling of
tables stops when there are no more occurrences to be grouped. This occurs only when
the outermost table is assembled.
We now provide an example of how the bottom-up strategy works for assembling a
nested table. The assembly steps for this example are illustrated in Figure 4.4. In this
figure, circles represent objects extracted or being assembled. Consider the instances of
Author whose structure is given by Author:(Name,Book:(Title,Price)). Assembling such
instances requires three assembling steps. In the first step, Book instances are assembled
from avps of attributes Title and Price (obtained in the extraction phase). In the second
step, Book instances related to a same instance of Author are collected together in a list
(referred to as {Book}). In the third step, each one of those lists are combined with an
instance of Name (previously extracted), to assemble Author instances. Notice that this
order corresponds to a bottom-up traversal of the hierarchical structure of Book instances.
In the figure, the labels li correspond to the index value associated to each instance.
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Figure 4.4: Execution of the bottom-up algorithm.
The lowest row of circles represents a set containing only avps. For these avps, the
labels li indicate the position in the source page of the string associated with the avp. If
j > i then lj > li (i.e., the list is ordered by the position li of the string in the text).
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Contiguous pairs of Title and Price values are combined to form Book instances. Each
of these instances is labelled with the smallest index value. Notice that the Book instance
labelled l9 is built with components that appear in inverted order (relative to the order
for previous objects). Also, the Book instance labelled l11 misses its Price component. The
capability of dealing with such situations is an important feature of our bottom-up strategy.
The list of occurrences assembled after the completion of the first step is represented by
the second row in Figure 4.4.
In the second step, runs of Book instances are grouped into lists of Book instances
(indicated as {Book}). The third step simply combines these Book lists with Name instances
(in our example, l1 is combined with l2 and l8 is combined with l9 ), as illustrated at the
top of Figure 4.4.
The bottom-up algorithm is based on two fundamental assumptions. First, that avps
can be correctly identified and extracted from a text (page), i.e., each avp-pattern determines a set of instances of an atomic attribute A. Second, that the presence of any
component of an instance indicates the existence of such an instance. Therefore, if many
of the avps correspond to incorrect strings (false positives), the assembling phase may form
spurious objects. Further, if some values are not captured (false negatives), the assembly
phase may create wrong complex objects containing, for instance, atomic objects that
belong to other objects.
The problem of detecting false positives and false negatives in Web data extraction is,
indeed, common to many approaches proposed on the literature. For instance, in [Kushmerick, 2000] the author describes a corroboration algorithm that uses simple domain-specific
heuristics to verify the values extracted. In [Hsu and Dung, 1998] the authors propose the
use of “negative examples” to make their extraction rules more effective.
In DEByE, many of the problems caused by imperfect avp-patterns can be alleviated by
the features of the interface. That is, the user can provide new examples through feedback
resources of the tool, change the estimated number of occurrences of instances in the source
page, and mark some attributes as being mandatory in object instances. Obviously, there
are cases for which this will not work at all. Further, it is frequently possible to build
counter-examples that can break any heuristic one can devise. This is also the case of
all the other approaches proposed on the literature. Thus, experimentation is a must to
verify the spectrum of application of any semistructured data extraction algorithm. Our
experimental results in Chapter 5 demonstrate that DEByE is an effective data extraction
tool, which presents advantages (such as easiness of use, quick prototyping, and coverage of
a variety of data sources with variations in structure) when compared to other approaches
in the literature.

4.3

Top-down versus Bottom-up

The top-down strategy recognizes objects in their entirety. Thus, the recognition of partial
objects (i.e., objects that are missing a component) and objects that contain components
out of order require the generation of an specific extraction expression for each case. As
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a consequence, to recognize partial objects, the top-down strategy depends on a potentially large set of example object patterns. To illustrate, consider that the user specifies
as an example an object with two levels and three atomic components labelled A1 , A2 ,
and A3 . Retrieval of all possible partial matching objects would require seven distinct extraction expressions (one expression for the complete object, three expressions to indicate
the absence of a single component, and three expressions to indicate the absence of two
components). For large example objects, the number of cases might be exponential in the
number of atomic components. This makes the top-down extraction procedure very inefficient in time (because each new page has to be processed independently for each extraction
expression) and far less useful in practice.
The bottom-up strategy is more flexible than the top-down strategy because it assembles complex objects through a composition of simpler object components. Thus, this
strategy is specially suitable for cases where missing components or components out of
order are expected [Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999b]. This is corroborated by experimental results presented in Section 5.1. Because of this characteristic, we implemented the extractor
module of the DEByE tool using the bottom-up strategy.
Figure 4.5 illustrates graphically how the bottom-up and the top-down strategies operate. The bottom-up strategy assembles complex objects through a composition of simpler
component object matches, while the top-down strategy recognizes entire complex objects
and decomposes them into simpler components.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the top-down and the bottom-up strategies.

4.4

Uncovering the Structure of Complex Objects

This section describes an alternative technique for obtaining complex objects that does
not rely on the structuring productions of a tabular grammar. For this, all that is required
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is a set of avp-patterns previously generated by identifying, in a sample page, sequences
of atomic attribute values. These sequences are then processed by an algorithm we have
developed, the Hot Cycles algorithm, that maps these sequences into a plausible structure
building complex example objects with them.
The Hot Cycles algorithm first builds a graph for revealing frequent structural patterns
(detected in the form of cycles) that resemble constructs, such as lists or tuples. The high
frequency cycles, here called hot cycles, are used to map the list of avps into some tabular
structure. The graph built by the Hot Cycles algorithm is a directed labelled adjacency
graph that makes explicit use of adjacent occurrences of avps in the sample page. Each
vertex in this graph corresponds to an attribute for the avps found in the source page. An
arc connecting a pair of vertices for the attributes Ai and Aj is labelled with the number of
avps of attribute Ai that precedes avps of attribute Aj in the page. Figure 4.6 illustrates a
adjacency graph for a page similar to the page of Figure 1.1, but containing more objects.

12

50

50

Author

2

BookType

48
StoreName

4

Item

32
10

1
44

Bid

34

Time

Figure 4.6: An example of an adjacency graph.
In the adjacency graph of Figure 4.6, we can see that 50 values of the attribute Item
are found that preceded values of the attribute Author. We can also see that values of the
attribute Author precede other values of the attribute Author 12 times, and so on. These
concepts are more formally defined next.
Definition 12 Consider a set {A1 : s1 , . . . , An : sn } of avps extracted from a Web page g.
Let L = hl1 , l2 , . . . , ln i be an ordered list of pairs li = hAi , pi i, where pi is the location of
the string si in g such that i > j iff pi > pj . We call each li an occurrence in g and L
an occurrence list of g. Also, we say that li ≺ lj , that is, li immediately precedes lj , iff
j = i + 1.
Definition 13 Let L be an occurrence list of a Web page g. An adjacency graph for
g is graph G = hV, N, `i, where: V = {Ai | ∃ pi (hAi , pi i ∈ L )} is the set of vertices of
G and corresponds to the attributes in the elements of L (one vertex for each attribute);
N = {hAi , Aj i | ∃ pi , pj (hAi , pi i, hAj , pj i ∈ L and hAi , pi i ≺ hAj , pj i )} is the set of arcs
of G such that there is one such arc if at least one avp of attribute Ai precedes an avp of
attribute Aj in L; and `(hAi , Aj i) = |{hhAi , pi i, hAj , pj ii ∈ L × L | hAi , pi i ≺ hAj , pj i}| is a
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function that labels the arcs in N with the number of avps of attribute Ai that immediately
precede avps of attribute Aj according to L.
The Hot Cycles algorithm operates iteratively in a bottom-up fashion. At each step, the
algorithm examines the adjacency graph in an attempt to combine less complex components
into more complex structures. This is accomplished by identifying cycles in the adjacency
graph. When hot (or dominant) cycles are found, a piece of plausible structure has been
uncovered. The less complex components in the hot cycle are then replaced by an element
representing the new piece of structure uncovered. The algorithm then iterates and repeats
this process.
To exemplify, in the graph of Figure 4.6, the algorithm looks for a cycle, such as
[Item, Bid, Time, Item], formed by arcs with high valued numeric labels. Such a cycle signals
that an aggregation of atoms was found. This aggregation can be represented by a tuple.
As a second example, consider the situation in which the algorithm searches for a loop (i.e.,
a cycle from a node to itself) formed by a high value labelled arc. Such a loop signals an
iteration, which can be mapped into a list (or an iterating production). In Figure 4.6, the
loop [Author, Author] exemplifies this situation.
The Hot Cycles algorithm is described in Figure 4.7. Definition 14 introduces additional
concepts required for properly understanding the algorithm.
1
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7
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9
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15
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21

Hot Cycles
begin
let L be an occurrence list.
Build an adjacency graph G = (V, N, `) from L according to Definition 13.
while A 6= ∅ do
foreach single-vertex cycle [A, A] ∈ G do
Replace the longest sequence hA, pi i, . . . , hA, pi+k i(k ≥ 0) by a single element h(A), pi i in L.
end
Adjust G to reflect the new value of L.
foreach hot cycle C = [A1 , . . . , An , A1 ] in G do
foreach sub-cycle Cj = [Aj , Aj+1 , . . . , Aj+k , Aj ] (1 ≤ j, k ≤ n) of C do
foreach sequence S = hAj , pj i, . . . , hAj+k , pj+k i in L
Replace S by a single element h(A1 , . . . , τn ), pj i in L.
end
end
end
Adjust G to reflect the new value of L.
end

Figure 4.7: The Hot Cycles Algorithm.

Definition 14 Let G be an adjacency graph constructed from an occurrence list L and let
C = [A1 , . . . , An , A1 ] (n ≥ 2) be a cycle in G. We define the frequency of C as f (C) =
`(hAn , τ1 i). We say that C is sound if there is at least one sequence hA1 , p1 i, . . . , hAn , pn i
in L. If there is a cycle Cj = [Aj , Aj+1 , . . . , Aj ] (1 ≤ j ≤ n) in G, we say that Cj is a
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sub-cycle of C. Note that C is a sub-cycle of itself. A cycle C of g is said to be hot (or
dominant) if it is sound and there is no sub-cycle of C whose frequency is greater than
f (C).
To exemplify such concepts, consider again the adjacency graph of Figure 4.6. If we
examine this graph, we can see that the cycle C1 = [Item, Bid, Item], with frequency 10, is
a sub-cycle of C2 = [Item, Bid, Time, Item], with frequency 32. Furthermore, C2 is a subcycle of C3 = [StoreName, Item, Bid, Time, StoreName], that has frequency 1. Hence, C2 is
dominant (or hot), since it is “stronger” than C1 and C3 . The hot cycle C2 indicates that
tuples of attributes Item, Bid and Time occur frequently. This is taken as an evidence that
Item, Bid and Time form a plausible structure. The sub-cycle C1 indicates that incomplete
instances of such tuples occur, with missing values of Time, but this cannot be taken as
the general case, since it is less often than C2 . The cycle C1 is not as frequent as C2 ,
and we consider this as an indication that values of StoreName should not be aggregated
with values of Item, Bid and Time. With respect to soundness, all cycles in the graph of
Figure 4.6 are sound. However, unsound cycles can occur in adjacency graphs and we are
forced to take them into account, since otherwise our algorithm would not work properly.
In what follows, we exemplify how the Hot Cycles algorithm works, using the example
in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.8 we show the successive graphs the algorithm generates, whereas
Figure 4.9 contains a sequence of representations for the values of the occurrence list L.
The representations for the values of L are simplified in two directions. First, they contain
just a short prefix of the values, since it would be infeasible to represent the full string
that represents the sample Web page. Second, they use the letters S, I, B, T, A and K
to indicate StoreName, Item, Bid, Time, Author and Book, respectively, and represent each
pair hAi , pi i just by the type Ai .
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the execution of the Hot Cycles Algorithm.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

S IB IB IBT IBT IBT S IAK IAK IAAK IAK S ...
S IB IB IBT IBT IBT S I(A)K I(A)K I(A)K I(A)K S ...
S (IBT) (IBT) IBT IBT IBT S I(A)K I(A)K I(A)K I(A)K S ...
S (IBT) (IBT) (IBT) (IBT) (IBT) S I(A)K I(A)K I(A)K I(A)K S ...
S (IBT) (IBT) (IBT) (IBT) (IBT) S (I(A)K) (I(A)K) (I(A)K) (I(A)K) S ...
S ((IBT)) S (I(A)K) (I(A)K) (I(A)K) (I(A)K) S ...
S ((IBT)) S ((I(A)K)) S ...
(S ((IBT))) S ((I(A)K)) S ...
(S ((IBT))) (S ((I(A)K))) (S ...
((S ((IBT))) (S ((I(A)K)))) ((S ((IBT))) (S ((I(A)K)))) ...
(((S ((IBT)))(S ((I(A)K)))))

Figure 4.9: Sequence of prefixes of simplified strings.
An initial version of the adjacency graph (Line 5 of the algorithm in Figure 4.7), shown
in Figure 4.6, is first constructed. Next, a while loop (Lines 7–21) manipulates the occurrence list L replacing atomic (or less complex) occurrences by more complex ones, according
to the cycles found in the adjacency graph. At each iteration, the adjacency graph is reconstructed. The loop finishes when no more arcs are found in the graph, i.e., when there
are no more occurrences to collapse.
The very first step in this loop is to replace all sequences of occurrences of the same
attribute in L by single occurrences that indicate lists (Lines 8–10). In our example,
sequences of occurrences of Author will be replaced by a single occurrence, which indicates
a list of values of Author. Figure 4.8(a) illustrates the new graph, and Figure 4.9(b) shows
a prefix of the new value of L.
Next, hot cycles are identified (Line 12). There are two hot cycles in the graph of
Figure 4.6: [Item, (Author), BookType, Item] and [Item, Bid, Time, Item]. Thus, all sequences
of occurrences of Item, Author and BookType are replaced by a single occurrence, which
indicates a tuple. The same applies to sequences of Item, Bid and Time, as well as to
sequences of occurrences of just Item and Bid (Lines 13–17). Figures 4.9(c)-(e) show a
prefix of the new values of L.
After we apply these changes to L, the adjacency graph is reconstructed (Line 20). The
modified graph is illustrated in Figure 4.8(b). Notice that two distinct aggregations were
introduced involving the same atomic type Item.
As this reconstructed graph still has arcs, the next iteration begins. Notice that this
graph indicates (by an oval box with a loop) sequences of occurrences in L that represent
tuples of (Item,(Author),BookType). Thus, such sequences are replaced in L by a single
occurrence, which indicates lists of tuples (Lines 8–10). The same applies to sequences of
tuples of (Item,Bid,Time). Figures 4.9(f)-(g) show a prefix of the new values of L.
Next, two hot cycles are found, [StoreName,(Item,(Author),BookType)] and [StoreName,
(Item,Bid,Time)], which suggests that occurrences of StoreName must be aggregated to
the lists of tuples previously generated. Thus, the occurrence list L is modified and the
adjacency graph G is reconstructed accordingly. This is illustrated in Figure 4.8(c). In
this figure, lists of tuples are indicated by square boxes and single tuples by an oval box.
Figures 4.9(h)-(i) show the new values of L.
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The last adjacency graph generated is illustrated in Figure 4.8(d). This graph depicts
the aggregations, lists and nestings discovered by examining the atomic values found in
the target page. Figure 4.9(k) shows the final value of L.
Notice that the main task accomplished by the Hot Cycles algorithm was converting the
set of atomic attribute values in L into a set of complex objects with a tabular structure.
Indeed, at the end of the execution of the algorithm, L is nothing more than a table
instance whose rows are the complex objects assembled. Thus, the techniques described
in Section 3.3 can be used to first derive a plausible scheme for this table and then map
this scheme into a tabular grammar.
Intuitively, hot cycles uncover clues for structural formations left undeclared. The
effectiveness of the Hot Cycles algorithm in assigning a plausible structure for a set of
atomic attribute values was corroborated by several experiments we have performed with
it. These experiments are reported in Chapter 5.
It is interesting to comment on what are the advantages of using the technique present
in this section in comparison to relying on a user specification through the DEByE GUI.
The Hot Cycles Algorithm is useful for applications where the user is not available for
assembling example tables. In particular, if it is used in conjunction with a technique for
automatically generating examples of attribute values, such as the one described in [Golgher
et al., 2001], it is very useful for dealing with the problems of wrapper adaptiveness and
resilience. However, the structure assigned to objects by the Hot Cycles algorithm is a
canonical one. Thus, it is possible that the suggested structure does not exactly match to
a structure that would be specified by a user.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
In this chapter, we present the results of experiments we carried out using the algorithms,
techniques and extraction strategies developed in our work.
We begin by experimentally comparing the top-down and the bottom-up strategies
for the extraction of complex objects. These experiments showed that, as expected, the
bottom-up strategy is far superior than the top-down strategy for dealing with objects
presenting structural variations.
Next, we present the results of experiments with the DEByE tool. For 15 Web data
sources, including 3 of the most complex data sources in the RISE repository [Muslea, 1999],
we fed the DEByE Extractor with oe-patterns generated using the DEByE GUI. The goal
is to demonstrate the features of our bottom-up extraction strategy, as implemented in
the DEByE tool, and the effectiveness of the whole approach. We analyzed various sample
pages from each of the 15 sources used in our experiments and manually identified and
counted the implicit objects in each of them. These objects were then used to verify the
precision of our extraction procedure.
Finally, we report experimental results obtained with the Hot Cycles algorithm in the
task of determining a plausible structure for objects from 24 Web data sources. For all
of the sources considered, the algorithm succeeded in correctly uncovering plausible and
reliable structures.

5.1

Comparison of the Top-down and Bottom-up
Extraction Strategies

In this section, we draw a brief comparison between the top-down and the bottom-up
strategies. This comparison consists of two parts: an experiment with objects presenting
a flat structure and another experiment with objects presenting a nested structure.
For the first experiment, we use Web pages on books from the Amazon Web site, such
as the one presented in Figure 5.1(a). Such pages are known to include objects which
might be incomplete (i.e., some components might be missing). Using one of such pages
as a sample, we assembled one single example object using the DEByE tool, as illustrated
67
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in Figure 5.1(b). Then, we applied the top-down and bottom-up extraction strategies for
extracting objects from a set of pages containing a total of 89 recognizable objects.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: A sample page (a) and an example table (b) for the Amazon Web site.
While the bottom-up strategy extracted 95% of them, the top-down strategy presented
a poor extraction performance and was able to recognize only 28% of the objects. The
main reason is that the objects might have different attributes which are missing. While
the performance of the top-down strategy can be improved by increasing the number of
example patterns, there is not much motivation to do so because the bottom-up strategy
is already superior.
Now, consider again the same set of pages from the Amazon site and assume that
the (implicit) objects on those pages are sorted according to their order of appearance.
Consider this sorting as a ranking of the objects from these pages. Given this unusual
ranking of the objects, we can plot curves of precision and recall [Baeza-Yates and RibeiroNeto, 1999] (in 11-standard recall levels) for the results of our bottom-up and top-down
strategies. The curves are plotted as follows. Let N be the total number of objects. We
traverse the ranked objects starting with the first object and moving towards the last one.
At the position n of the ranking, we have traversed n objects. For these n objects, we count
the number ` of objects that have been properly recognized by each extraction strategy.
The precision P indicates which percentage of the objects traversed has been recognized.
The recall R indicates which percentage of all objects has been recognized. Thus, the
precision P and the recall R are given by: P = n` and R = N` . The resulting precision and
recall figures for the pages from Amazon are illustrated in Figure 5.2.
We first notice that the extraction performance of the top-down strategy deteriorates
as it proceeds. This effect indicates that the top-down strategy fails to match objects early
on and never recovers. The bottom-up strategy, on the other hand, is able to maintain
high precision for levels of recall up to 80%. Then, its precision suddenly drops to zero.
This indicates that the objects in the final sample pages have a distinct structure. To
deal with this problem, we built a single additional example object (derived from one of
the final sample pages). We then rerun our bottom-up strategy using now two example
objects (the one that we had originally and the new one just built). The curve labelled
Bottom-Up* illustrates the results which indicate a very nice improvement. In fact, the
levels of precision are now very close to 100% for the various recall levels.
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Figure 5.2: Precision and recall curves relative to extraction from Amazon Web pages.
For the second part of this comparison between the top-down and the bottom-up strategies, we use Web pages from ACM TODS at the DB&LP Web site. The objects in these
pages have a two-level hierarchical structure as indicated in Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b). The
example provided is shown in Figure 5.3(c).
To demonstrate the deficiencies of the top-down strategy in dealing with missing pieces
of information in multi-level hierarchies, we deleted some component objects (particularly,
Date and Pages) from the objects in our set of example pages. Following, we applied the
top-down and bottom-up strategies on the modified pages. The results are summarized in
Table 5.1.
Object

Total

Volume
Number
Date
Edition

20
20
15
20

Title
Author
Page
Article

76
188
66
76

TD
1st. Level
15 (75%)
15 (75%)
15 (100%)
15 (75%)
2nd. Level
45 (60.5%)
110 (58.5%)
45 (68.2%)
45 (60.5%)

BU
20
20
15
20

(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

76 (100%)
187 (99.5%)
66 (100%)
76 (100%)

Table 5.1: Number of objects extracted by our top-down (TD) and bottom-up (BU) strategies for the DB&LP TODS pages.
We observe that, at the first level, there are 20 complex objects and that 5 of them do
not include a Date component. Because of that, these 5 objects are not extracted by the
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Edition
Volume
"19"

Number
1st. Level
2nd. Level

"1"

Article

Date

"March 1994"

Pages
Authors

Title

"A Taxonomi for..."

"3−46"

{"Martin S. Oliver",...,
"H. Von Solms"}

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.3: A sample page (a), the structure description (b), and an example table (c) for
the DB&LP TODS pages.

top-down strategy. Additionally, the top-down strategy also fails to recognize second level
components (generated by a decomposition operation) even after properly recognizing the
first level components. The bottom-up strategy, on its turn, is able to compose complex
objects, even when some of their component objects are missing in the Web source. As a
result, it presents a very nice extraction capability.

5.2

Extraction Experiments with Representative
Web Sources

This section presents a more comprehensive experimental evaluation carried out with the
DEByE tool, using the bottom-up algorithm for implementing the Extractor module. We
performed extraction experiments with 12 data-rich Web sources – the focus of our interest.
From each one of these sources, we collected a subset of pages which we used to test DEByE.
The majority of the sources are listed in the top positions in the list of the 100Hot Web
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site1 in their respective categories. The selected sites are the best ranked data-rich Web
sites in their categories. In the immediate following, we briefly describe the main features
of each Web data source used. To describe the structure of the objects found in the Web
sources, we use a notation slightly different from the one introduced in Chapter 2, in which
A:atom and L:{atom} are respectively written as A and {L}.

(a) CDNow

(b) Monster

Figure 5.4: Excerpts of pages from CD Now and Monster.

Web Data Sources
CDNow (http://www.cdnow.com). We collected the “30% discount” pages of the site. In
these pages, the structure of the CD entries are very regular with no components missing
(see Figure 5.4(a)). We modeled the CD entries in these pages as instances of the type
CD:(ArtistName,Title,Price,Discount). All 219 CD entries in the source pages were recognized as instances of the CD type and extracted with just one example provided. CDNow
is the 5th most popular site under the category music in the 100Hot ranking and is the
best ranked CD store in this list.
Monster (http://www.monster.com). The Monster site is, according to the 100Hot ranking, the most popular site in the category job. We did a keyword search using “WWW” as
an argument and used the first 500 job offer entries returned in our experiments. We modeled the entries in these pages as instances of the type Job:(Date,Location,Title,Company).
1

This Web site (http://www.100hot.com) maintains a list of the most popular Web sites in many
categories such as shopping, jobs, entertainment, etc. Whenever we refer to the popularity of a Web site
in the 100Hot ranking, we are considering its position at the time the experiments were carried out.
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(a) Barnes & Noble

(b) NCSTRL

(c) Travelocity

Figure 5.5: Excerpts of pages from Barnes & Noble, NCSTRL, and Travelocity.
With just one example provided, we were able to retrieve all 500 entries as instances of
this type. An excerpt of one of these pages is presented in Figure 5.4(b).
Barnes & Noble(http://www.bn.com). For this electronic bookstore, the second most popular site in the book category of 100Hot, we collected the set of pages returned by using
the keyword “Internet”. We used the first 200 entries returned in our experiments. An
excerpt of one of these pages is shown in Figure 5.5(a). We modeled the book entries as
objects of the type Book:(Title,Authors,Price). The entries present some variations in their
structure (there are missing components in some of them), which required us to provide
two separate examples. As a result, we were able to retrieve all the 200 book entries as
instances of Book.
NCSTRL (http://www.ncstrl.org). The NCSTRL (Networked Computer Science Technical Reference Library) is a very popular repository of computer science technical reports
from many institutions all over the world. We issued a query using “WWW” as a keyword
and extracted a page with 177 entries. Some entries are shown in the excerpt of the page
presented in Figure 5.5(b). The entries of these pages were modeled as instances of the
type Report:(Title,AuthorName,Institution). One single example was provided. Despite the
poor HTML formatting exhibited by the page, we were able to recognize all 177 entries as
instances of Report.
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(b) Price Watch

(a) CIA Factbook

(c) Amazon

Figure 5.6: Excerpts of pages from CIA Factbook, Price Watch, and Amazon.

Travelocity (http://www.travelocity.com). We collected the page on vacation packages
from the Travelocity site, ranked as the most popular site in the travel category of 100Hot.
The page on vacations packages contained 162 entries. We modeled the objects as instances of the type Package:(Place,NoOfNigths,Price). One single example was provided.
We intentionally ignored a free text description of each vacation package, present in each
entry. For some of the entries, the information on the number of nights was missing. With
this single example provided, all 162 entries were recognized as instances of Package and
extracted. Figure 5.5(c) shows an excerpt of the Travelocity page.
CIA Factbook (http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/menugeo.html). This
site provides a detailed profile of 266 political entities, most of them countries. Every political entity has a profile, in the form of an HTML page, including information on geography,
people, economy, government, etc., organized in the form of labelled fields. Figure 5.6(a)
shows an excerpt of the page corresponding to the profile of Brazil. As there are hundreds
of fields in each profile, we chose just a few of them which were modeled as instances of the
type Country:(Name,Location,Coordinates,Area:(Total,Land,Water),Population, NationalCapital). We considered the first 50 profiles (in the order they appear in the main site’s page)
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in our experiments. With one single example given, we obtained 36 complete instances
(72%), 13 incomplete instances (26%) (with one attribute missing in comparison with the
profile), and 1 incorrect instance (2%) (which included an incorrect attribute instance).
We then provided one additional example and obtained as a result 43 complete instances
(86%), 6 incomplete instances (12%), and 1 remaining incorrect instance (2%). With two
more examples (thus using a total of 4 examples), we got 49 complete instances (98%),
but the incorrect instance remained. This instance corresponds to the profile of Antarctica, which has some features quite distinct from those found in the profile of the other
countries.

(a) CNN World Whether

(b) VLDB page at DB&LP

Figure 5.7: Excerpts of pages from CNN World Whether and VLDB at DB&LP.

Price Watch (http://www.prwatch.com). The Price Watch site provides information on
prices of computers and computer parts from several vendors. It occupies the 11th place
in the category hardware of 100Hot, but it is the best ranked site that is not a site of
a specific vendor. We collected a set of pages on Pentium II 266 Mhz notebooks. The
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(a) Author page at DB&LP

(b) Murder by The Book

Figure 5.8: Excerpts of pages from (a) an Author Page at DB&LP and (b) a page from
Murder by the Book.
resulting pages are formatted as HTML tables with one row for each item. Figure 5.6(b)
shows an excerpt of one of these pages. There were a total of 113 items. Instances of
the type Item:(Brand,Model,Description,Price,Date,Dealer:(Name,Phone),State,PartNo) were
provided as examples of the objects found in this site. With one example, we extracted 57
complete items (50%) and 56 incomplete items (50%) (with one or two attributes missing
in comparison with the item in the page). With two examples, we extracted 90 complete
items (80%) and 23 incomplete items (20%) (with just one attribute missing in comparison
with the item in the page).
Amazon (http://www.amazon.com). For this electronic bookstore, the most popular site
in the book category according to 100Hot, we collected the pages satisfying the title search
whose argument is the word “Internet”. An excerpt of one of these pages is presented
in Figure 5.6(c). As a rule, book entries present in the returned pages were very poorly
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formatted, which is particularly true for the information on authors. Interestingly, the
first pages resulting from this query present book entries with very regular structure, but
the entries in the last pages are increasingly less regular and poorly formatted. This is an
unexpected finding, since the pages are supposed to be ordered by the title of the books.
The query returned a total of 4421 book entries in 89 pages. We analyzed 5 book entries
in each page, to take into account the degradation in the structure of the entries. Thus
a total of 445 entries were analyzed (our sample would be far more regular in structure
if we had used the 445 best ranked entries). The examples were provided as instances
of the type Book:(Title,Authors,Price) (as in the Barnes & Noble experiment). With one
single example taken from the first page, 205 instances (46%) were completely extracted
and 240 (54%) were extracted with missing attributes. Using an additional example, we
obtained 289 complete instances (65%) and 156 incomplete (35%) instances. Increasing
the number of examples to 3, 4, and 5, the fraction of instances extracted in their entirety
also increased to 74%, 93%, and 96%, respectively.
CNN World Forecast (http://www.cnn.com). We collected weather forecast pages from
the CNN site, one of the three most popular sites in the 100Hot news category, relative
to 100 cities (i.e., we obtained 100 object instances). Figure 5.7(a) shows an excerpt of
a city’s page. We use the table scheme Forecast:(City,WeekDay:(Day,Temp:(High:(HC,HF)),
Low:(LC,LF))) which reflects our interest in the maximum and minimum temperatures (in
Celsius and Fahrenheit) for each day of a given week. With just one example, we were able
to recognize and correctly extract the 100 instances of this type.
VLDB Pages at DB&LP (http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/vldb). We collected from
the DB&LP site the pages with the contents of the VLDB proceedings from 1975 to 1983.
There was one page per proceedings, except for the proceedings of the 1978’s conference that had two pages. Examining just the page corresponding to the 1975 proceedings, illustrated in Figure 5.7(b), we specified a single example with the following type:
Proceedings:(Year,Place,Section:(SecTitle,Article:(ArtTitle,{AuthorName},Pages))). The example for this type includes one instance of Proceedings, two instances of Section, and three
instances of Article. We then used this single example to retrieve object instances from
all the 9 source pages and obtained the following results. From 461 instances of Article
manually identified, 424 (92%) were extracted with all their attributes and 37 (8%) were
extracted with one or two attributes missing (values of AuthorName were totally extracted).
From 144 instances of Section manually identified, 134 (93%) were extracted with all components and 10 (7%) were extracted with missing components. Note that this takes into
account the components missing in instances of Article contained in a Section instance.
From the 10 instances of Proceedings, 4 were completely extracted and 6 were extracted
with missing components. Examining these results, we notice that most of the problems
were found in objects related to the page of the 1976 proceedings and to the second page
of the 1978 proceedings. This occurred because the 1976 proceedings were not organized
in sections, thus having a structure very distinct from the example given, and because the
second page of 1978 proceedings, although having the same structure, had very different
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formatting features for the article entries.
Author Page at DB&LP (http://www.dblp.de/db/indices/a-tree). For this experiment,
we took Professor Jeffrey Ullman’s page at DB&LP. An excerpt of this page is in Figure 5.8(a). To capture the variations in the implicit structure of the objects in this page,
we used a type definition the includes a variant as follows: Article:(Title,{AuthorName},HowPublished:[(Pages,Journal,Number);(Pages,Proceedings)]). We provided 5 examples of article
entries. As a result, we were able to correctly extract 554 instances of AuthorNames (100%)
and 196 complete instances of Article (98%). The remaining 3 Article instances (less than
2%) were extracted with a single missing attribute.
Murder by the Book (http://www.mbb.com). Murder by The Book is a bookstore specialized
in mystery books. Its pages are very poorly formatted (for instance, the data on book
prices is formatted in many different ways). For that reason, we chose this site as a
particular case of interest. As in the previous experiment, for this site there was the need
of variants for the type Author. For this, we provided example objects that were instances
of the type Author:(Name,Book:[(Title,Price);(UnitPrice,{BookTitle})]). We then extracted
object instances from a page (the “English Imports” page) containing 147 book entries
grouped into 49 author entries. With respect to Book instances, we extracted 129 of them
completely (89%) and 16 (11%) with missing attributes (Price), when 5 examples were
provided. Regarding the 49 Author instances, we extracted 40 of them (82%) completely
and 9 (18%) with some missing component, when 2 examples were provided.

Analysis of our Results
Table 5.2 summarizes our results. The percentage figures for the number of objects extracted are relative to the total number of objects identified manually in the sources pages.
The number of examples used in the extraction is determined by trial and error. When
the number of examples is insufficient, the results of the extraction process include many
objects with missing attribute values. It is then necessary to provide more examples to
obtain more complete (and precise) results. The number of examples is increased until the
quality of the results improves. In Table 5.2, we only show the points at which the results
were improved considerably. For instance, for the Murder by the Book site, we only show
results when 2 and 5 examples are provided. As we can see, the DEByE tool was able to
recognize and retrieve most objects in the given pages.
In Table 5.3 we present the time (in seconds) spent generating oe-patterns (i.e., tabular
grammars), extracting avps (i.e., atomic values), and assembling complex objects using
the extracted avps. These figures refer to the extraction carried out using the number of
examples shown in Table 5.2. The column Size refers to the size of the sample page used
to generate the avp-patterns and the column Total Size refers to the total size (in bytes)
of the pages from which the complex objects were extracted. The column Total indicates
the total time spent in each case. As we can observe, the whole extraction procedure can
be completed in a matter of seconds, even for complex sites.
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Web Source
CDNow
Monster
Barnes & Noble
NCSTRL
Travelocity
CIA Factbook

Object Type
CD
Job
Book
Report
Package
Country

Price Watch

Item

113

Amazon

Book

445

CNN

City
Weekday
Proceedings
Section
Article
Article
Author
Author
Book

100
400
10
144
461
196
554
49
147

VLDB Pages at DB&LP

Author Page at DB&LP
Murder by the Book

Total
219
500
200
177
162
50

Examples
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
4
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
1
1
1
2
3
5
12
2
5

Objects Extracted
Complete
Incomplete
219 (100%)
–
500 (100%)
–
200 (100%)
–
177 (100%)
–
162 (100%)
–
36 (72%)
13 (26%)
43 (86%)
6 (12%)
49 (98%)
–
57 (50%)
56 (50%)
90 (80%)
23 (20%)
205 (46%) 240 (54%)
289 (65%) 156 (35%)
327 (74%) 118 (26%)
417 (93%)
28 (7%)
429 (96%)
16 (4%)
100 (100%)
–
400 (100%)
–
4 (40%)
6 (60%)
134 (93%)
10 (7%)
424 (92%)
37 (8%)
199 (98%)
–
554 (100%)
–
40 (82%)
9 (18%)
130 (89%)
16 (11%)

Table 5.2: Number of objects extracted by DEByE for various Web sources.

Although we have limited our experiments to a few hundred objects of each type, it is
worth noting that almost all sites considered contain a large amount of pages which have
the same overall structure and formatting features. Thus, many more objects could have
been extracted from these sites. For instance, for the Amazon pages, we recall that the
number of objects actually extracted (4421) was equal to the total number of book entries
extracted by the query, although we have analyzed only 445 book entries.
As a final observation, the fact that our extraction strategy was very effective with data
available in popular Web sites (such as the ones we used in our experiments) confirms our
hypothesis on how data is usually made available on the Web. In fact, the pages of many
very popular and interesting Web sources present an inherent implicit structure that can
be recognized and modeled accurately. Furthermore, data contained in these pages are
usually surrounded by contextual information that allows their effective recognition and
extraction.
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oe-pattern Generation
Web Source
CDNow
Monster
Barnes & Noble
NCSTRL
Travelocity
CIA Factbook
Price Watch
Amazon
CNN
VLDB Pages at DB&LP
Authors Page at DB&LP
Murder by The Book

Time (sec.)
0.223192
0.683688
0.526398
3.200000
0.311210
3.004563
1.520407
1.917623
0.523155
0.942920
3.601458
0.338172

Size
31654
39521
51565
160531
76067
42045
17460
33551
32127
18173
73814
10853

Object Extraction
Time (sec.)
avp
Assembling Total Size
0.395016
0.095113
301892
0.397513
0.233642
363686
2.782157
0.100536
1342861
0.221553
0.094289
160531
0.345100
0.048700
76067
0.364568
0.051170
4288460
0.325296
0.149700
151488
7.242873
1.497996
2613915
0.165441
0.107794
727400
0.702879
0.573590
532403
0.220965
0.229656
73814
0.041062
0.058324
10853

Total (sec.)
0.713321
1.314843
3.409091
3.515842
0.705010
3.420301
1.995403
10.658492
0,796390
2.219389
4.052079
0.437558

Table 5.3: Time spent generating oe-patterns, extracting avps, and assembling complex
objects in the extraction experiments.

5.3

Extraction Experiments with Sources from the
RISE Repository

RISE (Repository of Online Information Sources Used in Information Extraction Tasks)
is a repository of online information sources that were used for data extraction experimentation by various authors [Muslea, 1999], most of them from the machine-learning
community. Among these, we distinguish the research on the WIEN [Kushmerick, 2000],
Stalker [Muslea et al., 2001] and SoftMealy [Hsu and Dung, 1998] systems. Our purpose
here is to provide a preliminary comparison of DEByE with these three other systems,
using data sources from the RISE repository.
In Table 5.4 we present experimental results obtained by running DEByE on three
of the most complex data sources in RISE: Okra, BigBook, and IAF. For comparison,
we also present published results obtained for these three sources by WIEN, Stalker and
SoftMealy tools. We first observe that, contrary to the other tools, WIEN takes whole pages
as examples. Thus, when considering the number of examples used by WIEN, we take the
number of pages given as examples and multiply it by the average number of objects in
each page. This is what Table 5.4 shows. We further observe that these three sources
include only pages containing flat (i.e., single level) objects, contrary to most sources we
use in Section 5.2. As a result, DEByE was as effective as any of the other three tools for
these three data sources, while frequently using a smaller number of examples and always
requiring less user effort for the specification of examples. Further, DEByE is conceptually
simpler than the other three tools and requires a less complex implementation. Because of
that, it tends to be faster on conventional Web data sources.
While the results in Table 5.4 shed some light on the relative performance of DEByE,
they do not allow a full and direct comparison between DEByE and the three other tools.
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Web Source
OKRA
BigBook
IAF

Ex.
2
1
3

DEByE
Extracted
100%
99%
99%

Ex.
46
274
–

WIEN
Extracted
100%
100%
–

Ex.
1
8
10

Stalker
Extracted
97%
97%
85% – 100%

SoftMealy
Ex. Extracted
1
100%
6
100%
1
99%

Table 5.4: Results of experiments with the DEByE Extractor for RISE Web sources.

There are several reasons. First, WIEN, Stalker and SoftMealy are all based on machinelearning techniques, while DEByE is based on the identification of context through passage
analysis [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Callan, 1994; Kaszkiel and Zobel, 1997], a
well known information retrieval technique. Second, the experimental protocol used by
the three other tools was much more mechanical than ours. While in WIEN, Stalker
and SoftMealy the examples where randomly chosen in several trials (30 for WIEN, 500
for Stalker and 300 for SoftMealy), in DEByE the users choose the examples at their
will. In fact, a key point in the DEByE approach is to extract objects according to
the users’ preferences. The fact that most often the users are able to specify a useful
example in the first trial indicates the validity of the DEByE approach. Third, the goals
of the experimentation performed were distinct in the case of each tool. In the WIEN
experiments, the goal was to obtain 100% accuracy in the extraction. Thus, the number
of examples was increased until this accuracy level was reached. In Stalker, the authors
stopped the experiments after reaching 97% of accuracy or after 10 examples were given.
SoftMealy, as DEByE, reached almost perfect accuracy with few examples, so that no limits
needed to be imposed on the accuracy and in the number of examples given. However, in
the experiments with SoftMealy, the authors used three alternative extraction strategies,
while in DEByE the same algorithm was used for the three sources. This is an important
point. In DEByE, there is no knowledge base or set of heuristics to guide the extraction
procedure. All variations found are treated by the same extraction algorithm, using solely
the evidences presented in the user specified examples. Fourth, in DEByE we used only
the sets of pages available from RISE (which were also used in the experiments with WIEN
and Stalker) while in the experiments with SoftMealy the authors used an extended set
with many more pages for each source.
Examining Table 5.4, we observe that the number of examples required by DEByE for
each source does not vary much, as it occurs with the other tools. This may be explained
by the fact that, in DEByE, we only generate patterns for extracting single atomic values
that are assembled afterwards, according to the structure of the examples provided. As
we have already discussed, assembling objects in DEByE does not rely on the ordering of
the component objects. As a result, there is no need to generate alternative patterns for
capturing distinct ordering of components.
These results with the RISE repository suggest that the DEByE approach is as effective
as the known alternatives based on wrapper induction.

5.4. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE HOT CYCLES ALGORITHM
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Source
CDNow
Monster
Barnes & Noble
NCSTRL
Travelocity
CIA Factbook
Price Watch
Amazon
CNN
VLDB

L
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
3
4

MA
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

NA
4
4
4
3
3
8
9
3
6
6

Var
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

11

Authors

3

Yes

6

Yes

12

MBB

3

Yes

2

Yes

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Okra
BigBook
IAF
LA Weekly
Amazon/Cars
Buy/Product
Buy/Subcategory
RPM/Distribution
RPM/Maintainer
UEFA/Teams

1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

4
6
6
5
5
8
6
4
4
9

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

23
24

UEFA/Playes
Rise/PharmaWeb

2
1

Yes
Yes

2
13

No
No
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Scheme
(ArtistName,Title,Price,Discount)
(Date,Location,Title,Company)
(Title,Authors,Price,RetailPrice)
(Title,{AuthorName},Institution
(Place,NoOfNigths,Price)
(Name,Location,Coord,Area,Land,Water,Pop,Capital)
(Brand,Model,Desc,Price,Date,(Dealer,Phone),State,Part)
(Title,Authors,Price)
(City,Day,((HighC,HighF),(LowC,LowF)))
(Year,Place,(SectionName,(Title,{Author},Pages)))
[(Title,{Author},Pages,Journal,Number);
(Title,{Author},Pages,Proceedings)]
[(Author,(BookTitle,Price));
(Author,(UnitPrice,{BookTitle}))]
(Score,Name,Email,FirstEntered)
(Name,Address,City,State,AreaCode,Phone)
(Name,Email,Nick,Update,Organization,Provider)
(Name,Address,Phone,Review,{CreditCard})
(BrandHead, Type, (Model,Brand,PriceRange))
(Product,OurPrice,Price,Save,Avail,Type,Platform,Part)
(Category,(Product,Vendor,Platform,Media,Price))
(DistributionName,(RPM,Description,Distribution))
(Provider,(RPM,Description,Distribution))
(Country,Association,FoundedIn,UEFA-Aff,FIFAAff,President,Gen-Sec,Press-Off,Coach)
(Country,{Players})
(Faculty,Univ.,Att,Address,City,ZIP,Province,Country,
Phone,Fax,URL,Update,UpBy)

Table 5.5: Results of the experiments with the Hot Cycles algorithm

5.4

Experiments with the Hot Cycles Algorithm

In this section, we present the results of experiments we carried out using an implementation of the Hot Cycles algorithm. The goal was to verify if indeed the algorithm was
able to suggest a plausible structure for a given data source from which we wish to extract
data. For this, besides the 15 data sources used in the experiments of Section 5.2, we
also consider a set of Web sources used by RoadRunner, a well know data extraction tool
recently presented [Crescenzi et al., 2001].
For each source, we first provided examples of attribute values to be extracted, which
are used for generating the corresponding avp-patterns. Next, these avp-patterns were
used to extract all atomic values from a set of pages of the source. The resulting list of
avps was then input to the Hot Cycles algorithm.
Table 5.5 lists the sources used in the experiments, along with a summary of the results
obtained. This table presents the number of levels (L) and the number of attributes (NA)
found by the Hot Cycles algorithm. It also describes whether the algorithm identified
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missing attributes (MA) and variants (Var). The last column in this table (Scheme) describes the table scheme generated by the Hot Cycles algorithm (according to the notation
introduced in Section5.2), for each Web source.
Inspecting the tabular schemes found by the algorithm, we see that these schemes match
exactly the schemes originally proposed in Section 5.2 and by others researchers [Kushmerick, 2000; Muslea et al., 2001] for sources 1 to 16. For the remaining sources (17 to
24), which were originally proposed in [Crescenzi et al., 2001] for the experiments with the
RoadRunner extraction tool, there were no target schemes defined. Thus, we compared
our results with the structure of the nested tables available in the RoadRunner Web site 2 .
In some cases we disregarded non-meaningful columns generated by RoadRunner, which
contain, for instance, headers and footers of pages. This comparison shows that the table
schemes generated match the structure of the RoadRunner results.
Thus, for all the 24 Web data sources we considered, the Hot Cycles algorithm correctly
uncovered plausible and reliable structural formations. This suggests that identification of
hot cycles is a promising direction towards reliable automated Web data extraction.

2

http://www.dia.uniroma3.it/db/RoadRunner

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we have proposed, implemented and evaluated strategies and techniques that
address the problem of extracting semistructured data from Web data sources, within the
context of the DEByE approach. The results we have reached assign to this approach a
number of features that are very important for Web data extraction. They have been used
in the implementation of the DEByE tool and have their effectiveness verified through
experiments. In this chapter we present our conclusions and discuss directions for future
work.

6.1

Conclusions

DEByE falls into the category of semi-automatic data extraction approaches, since the role
of the user is limited to providing examples of the data to be extracted. Indeed, this is a
most desirable feature, because it shields users (i.e., wrapper developers) from being aware
of specific formatting features of the target pages. Although fully automated approaches
have been proposed in the literature, such approaches usually have a great dependency on
specific features of HTML, which does not happens with DEByE. Further, fully automated
approaches have difficulties in selecting data of interest mixed with uninteresting pieces of
data occurring in target pages.
The idea of using examples is not new and has been applied in other state-of-theart data extraction approaches in the literature [Hsu and Dung, 1998; Kushmerick, 2000;
Muslea et al., 1999]. However, in all of these approaches, the extraction process relies on
an implicit knowledge or on a separate description of the structure of the target Web page.
In DEByE, the examples provided by the users describe the structure of the objects being
extracted (which, frequently, constitutes a small portion of the structure of the whole
page). This adds great flexibility to the extraction process and provides a natural and
efficient way of handling nested objects and structural variations, that is, to the best of
our knowledge, unique to our approach.
To allow users to specify complex multi-level objects as examples, the DEByE tool
adopts nested tables, which are simple, intuitive, and can be used effectively for modeling
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data available in distinct Web sources. In fact, even early experiments with the DEByE
tool GUI have demonstrated the effectiveness of nested tables for the process of example
specification [Silva, 1999; Laender et al., 2000].
Actually, nested tables constitute the fundamental data representation paradigm within
the DEByE approach, since they are also used for manipulating and storing the data
extracted from target pages. To deal with typical variations of semistructured data, the
concept of nested table had to be extended by relaxing the original assumption that all
values in a column should have a same internal structure. Indeed, we regard this extensions
as an interesting result, since it provided a natural and elegant solution for representing
complex semistructured data. Latter on, we have verified the effectiveness of such tables
not only for representing data extracted from the Web [Laender et al., 2000; 2002b], but
also for querying [da Silva et al., 2002] and storing [Magalhães et al., 2001a] such data.
Based on this extended form of nested tables, we have formalized the concept of wrappers by means of tabular grammars. Such context-free grammars are formed by productions
that lead to parse trees that can be directly mapped to nested tables. We have developed
strategies for generating tabular grammars from a set of example objects provided by a
user from a sample page. This includes: (1) the generation of extracting productions from
single values identified by the user as belonging to a specific domain (e.g., an item description, a price, etc.) and (2) the generation of structuring productions by capturing the
structure of the objects to be extracted from the nested tables assembled by the users.
The extraction of data from target pages is accomplished by parsing these pages using
a tabular grammar. For this parsing process, we have developed an efficient bottom-up
strategy. This strategy includes two distinct phases: an extraction phase, in which atomic
attribute values are extracted based on local context information available in the extraction
productions, and an assembling phase, in which such values are assembled to form complex
objects according to the target structure supplied by the user through examples, which
is encoded in the structuring productions. The bottom-up strategy is one of our most
important results, since all previous similar wrapper generation approaches in the literature
adopt a top-down decomposition procedure for data extraction. As we have experimentally
demonstrated, the bottom-up strategy is far superior than the top-down strategy for dealing
with multi-level objects presenting structural variations.
The general principle used by the bottom-up algorithm, that is, first extracting atomic
values and then grouping these values to assemble complex objects, has been further exploited by the Hot Cycles algorithm we have developed. This algorithm aims at uncovering
a plausible tabular structure for assembling complex objects with a given set of atomic values extracted from a target page. Although not integrated into the DEByE tool, the Hot
Cycles algorithm is entirely based on the framework of the DEByE approach. We regard
this algorithm as another important result of our work, since it can be used for adapting
the approach to applications where the user is not available for assembling example tables.
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Future Work
Additional Strategies for Dealing with Ambiguous Context
Although our extraction strategies work well for a variety of situations commonly found
in Web sources, they can be improved, both in efficacy and in efficiency, for some specific
situations of ambiguous local context.
As an example we may cite the case of pages containing tables with a large number of
columns (e.g., more than 10). In such pages, each column in a table is generally regarded
as a type. The problem is that it is most likely that data on two or more distinct column
share large common contexts (i.e., column delimiters), what leads to a great computational
effort in establishing a context that is selective enough for each column (or type) in the
table. As tables are often of interest for users, we may work on specific heuristics for
dealing with such situations.
Another important example of situation of ambiguous context we plan to better address
are large text portions, such as movie reviews, newspaper news, etc., which in some cases
are not surrounded by distinctive textual context (e.g., markups, keywords, etc.).

Incorporating the Hot Cycles Algorithm in the DEByE Tool
A natural step to follow from the current stage of our work is to incorporate the Hot Cycles
algorithm into the DEByE Tool. This would offer to users the option of simply specifying
attributes by selecting atomic values from the target page and asking the tool to suggest a
plausible structure for accommodating them. In this case, it would be important to allow
users to revise the suggested structure according to their needs.

Extraction Improvement Through Corroboration
As many other approaches in the literature, our extraction strategies are also subject to
the occurrence of false positives (i.e., data wrongly extracted) and false negatives (i.e.,
data that should be extracted but that were not extracted). Currently, in DEByE, such
problems can be alleviated by the features of the GUI of the DEByE tool. That is, the
user can provide new examples, change the estimated number of occurrences, and mark
some attributes as being mandatory in object instances.
However, there are some post-extraction actions that can be automatically performed
to deal with false positives and false negatives, which are called corroboration [Kushmerick,
2000]. For instance, in [Kushmerick, 2000], the author describes a corroboration algorithm
that uses simple domain-specific heuristics to verify the values extracted. In [Hsu and
Dung, 1998], the authors propose the use of “negative examples” to make their extraction
rules more effective. A similar strategy is adopted in [Baumgartner et al., 2001].
In our work we plan to incorporate some corroboration actions, in a way orthogonal to
the extraction strategies, hoping to improve the quality of the extracted data in cases were
it is needed. For instance, we plan to use statistical methods to identify average features
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in the set of the objects extracted, so that objects that do not conform to these features
(outliers) can be detected.

Integrating DEByE Wrappers with Page Collecting Agents
An issue we do not directly addressed in our work is how to automatically obtain target
Web pages from which data will be extracted. Although this may be seen as a problem
that is orthogonal to what we have discussed here, we have also designed and implemented
a tool for assisting the user in the tasks of generating agents for collecting Web pages
containing data of interest, possibly produced as results of form submission (i.e., dynamic
pages). This tool, called ASByE (Agent Specification By Example) is described in [Golgher
et al., 2000a]. An interesting direction for future work is to further explore the integration
between wrappers generated by DEByE and agents generated by ASByE.

Resilience and Adaptiveness
As the structural and presentation features of Web pages are prone to frequent changes,
a most needed property of wrappers is resilience, i.e., the ability of continuing to work
properly in the occurrence of changes in the pages to which they are targeted. It is also
desirable that a wrapper built for pages of a specific Web source on a given application domain could work properly with pages from another source in the same application domain.
Such a property is called adaptiveness.
In [Golgher et al., 2001], a method is described that can automatically select, from
a sample page of a data source, strings that can serve as examples of attribute values
for generating avp-patterns. The general idea is, given a repository R containing data
extracted by a pre-existing wrapper W , to use the values of attributes in R to match the
examples strings in the sample page.
By coupling this method with the Hot Cycles algorithm, we plan to work on an new
and more automated data extraction method that can be used to generate wrappers that
are resilient and adaptive.
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